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We love riding bikes, being on the 
road, being outside, enjoying every 
and any distance. And we love to 
share that passion with as many 
people as possible, every day. We 
encourage people to cycle more. To 
the supermarket on your city bike, 
commuting on your e-bike or putting 
yourself through the paces on your 
racing bike; come rain come shine, 
in all conditions, on all roads and on 
every bike: We are there for you. We 
are strong believers in the power of 
cycling.

How can we make the choice for the bike simple, easy, 

and attractive, for as many people as possible? That’s the 

challenge we set ourselves every day. The weather is a 

decisive factor for many cyclists to get on their bikes or not. 

Rain, cold or a hot summer day can be challenging. But if 

you dress well, you can enjoy any and every ride. We want 

to offer you the best solutions to stay dry, warm, and safe 

on the road because we know what you as a cyclist need 

every day. Our solutions are the best performing and best 

looking rainwear, bike wear, bike bags and teamwear items 

you can find.
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We are a Dutch company and 
we’ve been making bike clothing 
since 1966 when three bike 
wholesalers in Alkmaar decided 
to work together and founded 
the Alkmaarse Groothandels 
Unie. It was a time in which a 
lot of people couldn’t afford a 
car, and bikes where the best 
solution for transport available. 
From the very beginning we at 
AGU endeavored to help people 
use their bikes as often, and 
with as much freedom and ease 
of use as possible with bike 
wear, rain wear and bike bags.
 

 

Cycling is in the very DNA of the Dutch culture. 

We know all the challenges a cyclist can face, 

and we work on the best solutions to each and 

every one of them, every day. It is not only our 

passion, but it’s also in our blood. The Dutch are 

sober, creative, realistic, but also ambitious. This 

combination means that we are always looking 

for the best quality for the best price. We make 

products that last with a modest but stylish 

design made to inspire.



For years, we have been proud partners 
in the world of cycling. With riders such 
as Cees Stam, Leontien van Moorsel, 
Tom Dumoulin and legendary teams like 
Panasonic and Rabobank. The Masterpiece 
of Team Jumbo-Visma during the 2022 Tour 
de France was an absolute highlight to us. 
We are very proud to be part of the team 
winning the yellow, green and polka dot 
jerseys. Our partnership with the Dutch 
National cycling federation KNWU is a new 
highlight. Those partnerships continuously 
inspire and motivate us to keep taking new 
steps.  To make products better and better. 
Just like the riders, we too strive for the 
best possible result. 

Our partnerships with Team Jumbo-Visma and the Dutch KNWU 

is not only about supporting and facilitating the success of the 

teams, but about the constant improvement of our products 

to meet the standards of performance and quality set by the 

most exacting cyclists in the world. The cyclists of the teams 

test new products extensively and offer their experience and 

feedback so that we can perfect our products. And it’s not only 

the kit we design and develop for them to wear during training 

and races, the exact same solutions and technologies that drive 

their performance can be found in all the bike wear which is also 

available for all cyclists.
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The world is changing at a rapid 
pace. The question is not whether 
we can keep up, but how we deal 
with it. Innovation is necessary 
to make our products better, 
smarter, and cleaner and has 
always been at the very core of 
what AGU does. Throughout the 
years we have introduced a host 
of innovative products, including 
the first light weight bike bags, 
the first carbon fibre chamois 
pad, designed an award winning 
iconic rainsuit, super aerodynamic 
helmets and much more.

This drive to innovate can be found throughout all 

our collections, from stand-out products such as 

our Heated Jackets and High Visibility garments, 

but it can also be found in smaller things, in every 

detail we think about. From extended cuffs, 

smart zips for optimal freedom of movement, to 

wind blocking technologies and body mapping. 

Everything to optimize the product for your needs 

on the bike.



We believe the bike can make a 
crucial contribution against climate 
change and make cities healthier 
and more livable. We want to make it 
easier, smarter, and more attractive 
to make that sustainable choice 
to get on your bike everyday with 
products that are produced in the
most sustainable way available to 
us at any give time. Now, more than 
ever, we need people to get on their 
bikes. Every day. Everywhere.

Quality is a key factor in our vision of sustainability. 

Because quality works towards durability, i.e. the life 

span of a product. We would rather a cyclist buy one 

jacket which he can use for many years, than having to 

buy again and again because the quality of a product 

fails in too short a time. The longer a product lasts, the 

less you have to buy, the better it is for the environment. 

That is why at times we will make choices that don’t 

seem the most sustainable in the short term but will 

be in the long term, because the product lasts (much) 

longer. For us at AGU, quality is sustainability.

For much more on our Sustainability Journey

check out https://agu.com/en/sustainability

https://agu.com/en/sustainability
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When you hear words like 
“functional”, “technical” or “highend 
performance” you might think we are 
talking about sensible but perhaps 
boring products. In that case, think 
again. Performance cylists such as 
the men and women of Team Jumbo-
Visma cyclists are nothing if not 
aware of how groomed they look on a 
bike. Style is equal to performance in 
road biking, and we design for it.

Even more so for city cyclists, for whom style and 

functionality need to come together. Because you want 

to feel good and look good. That combination really 

contributes to that daily choice for the bike. That is what 

our rain wear is all about and why we upped our game 

with the launch of a brand-new line of Urban Outdoor 

rain wear in 2021. A collection that immediately became 

a favorite of the customers and press alike, celebrating 

it as a long-awaited break from boring cycling raincoats. 

“Finally, a raincoat that also looks stylish!” and “The 

collection looks so good, it’s a waste to only wear them 

when it’s raining.”



HIGHEST SWEAT RATE

Research and development go hand in hand 
when making new and innovative products. 
Instead of repeating existing cycling kit 
patterns, we’ve dived into the body mapping 
principle. This is the principle that different 
parts of your body respond differently 
to activity. By mapping where your body 
feels cold more, or where you sweat more 
or less, we can construct and design a 
cycling kit that is adapted perfectly to 
your body’s needs while cycling. When 
designing a cycling kit that truly optimises 
your performance, where do you need 
which fabrics? That was the question we’ve 
asked ourselves. And the answer is here, 
integrated in our upgraded collection items.

The blue and red areas highlight where the body first feels most cold 

and warm sensations, according to research we’ve found in litera-

ture studies. Highlighted in green is where you first feel sweat ap-

pearing on your body, while the yellow areas show where you sweat 

most. This is where things get interesting.

Sweating helps you to cool your body whilst cycling. Evaporation of 

sweat cools down the skin. We have positioned panels on the swea-

tiest parts of the body to boost the evaporation of sweat and thereby 

keeping your body cool in hot environmental conditions.
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COLD SENSATION HEAT SENSATION SWEAT SENSATION





ESSENTIAL 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The Essential collection is our not-so-basic basics 
collection, with a loose or regular fit and at an 
attractive price point. We have simplified this 
collection to make it easier for customers to 
choose the right product for their needs, based on 
different types of weather. As for the wind jackets 
and wind bodies, we’ve added some extra colour 
options of our best-selling items. 

Sustainability is a major topic in this collection. Besides adding even more 

recycled material, we’ve invested in the durability of our products. All 

sustainable items are part of our Greensphere collection, so making more 

sustainable choices in cycling clothing has never been easier.  



MEN

The fit, looks and comfort of a long sleeve, the 
functionality of a jacket. With this thermal cycling 
shirt you go warm and stylish on the road. Perfect 
for the cooler days or in the winter with an extra 
thermal layer underneath. 

• Material: 100% Polyester Summerit Super 
Soft

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• Stand-up collar in fleece
• Reflective details
• 3 pockets

THERMO JERSEY LS 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S – XXXL 
 
44212600-000 Black
€ 75    DKK 599 

44212600-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 75    DKK 599
 
44212600-011 Army Green  
€ 75    DKK 599

44212600-553 Modica  
€ 75    DKK 599

  

  

  

A basic long sleeve jersey with a special seasonal 
print that stands out on the bike. The inside feels 
soft to the skin and the cuffs on the sleeves are 
extra comfortable. It is perfect to wear as outer 
layer in mild weather conditions. 

• Material: 100% Polyester Snowdrop Brushed
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets

TRIANGLE STRIPE 
JERSEY LS 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44220200-553 Modica
€ 95    DKK 749 

44220200-562 Strategy  
€ 95    DKK 749
 
44220200-000 Black  
€ 95    DKK 749

  

  

  

  

Warm, basic and a real essential item in the 
wardrobe of every cyclist. Made from recycled 
polyester and therefore part of our Greensphere 
collection. Get ready for the winter and stand out 
on the road wearing one of the colours of this 
season. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester
• Breathable softshell suitable as outer layer in 

cold weather
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 pockets + 1 audio output and zipper
• Reflective details

THERMO JACKET 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44220400-553 Modica
€ 90    DKK 699 

44220400-562 Strategy  
€ 90    DKK 699
 
  

  

  

  

  



Stay comfortable, dry and warm on the go with 
the Essential Wind body. And easily stash it in your 
back pocket when the weather calls for it. 

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water repellent
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

WIND BODY II 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44848000-000 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

44848000-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 60    DKK 449
 
44848000-527 Reflection Black  
€ 80    DKK 599

44848000-011 Army Green  
€ 60    DKK 449

44848000-020 Elephant Grey
€ 60    DKK 449

  

  

  

Wind or a rain shower on the way? With the new 
wind jacket from the Essential collection you can 
cycle through it smartly, warmly and comfortably. 

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water resistant
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

WIND JACKET II 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44848400-000 Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

44848400-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 70    DKK 549
 
44848400-527 Reflection Black  
€ 90    DKK 649

44848400-011 Army Green  
€ 70    DKK 549

44848400-020 Elephant Grey
€ 70    DKK 549

  

  

  

On the bike it is always nice to take an extra layer 
with you. As protection against the rain and to 
increase your visibility in traffic. The essentail 
rain jacket offers both and makes it easy to store 
when needed. 

• Material: Poray 10.000, Greensphere 
Recycled Polyester

• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Fully taped seams
• Soft lining in the collar
• Anatomical cuffs
• Extended back panel
• Reflective details
• Semi 4-way stretch

RAIN JACKET II 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44208700-000 Black
€ 100    DKK 749 

44208700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 100    DKK 749
 
44208700-028 Safety Red  
€ 100    DKK 749

  

  

  

  

   



WOMENMEN

The Essential Bibtights is made with recycled 
fabric and therefore part of the AGU Greensphere 
collection. It is the perfect basic bibtight which 
provides warmth and comfort on rides up to two 
hours with the Green 95 chamois. 

• Material: Inverno, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Velo Mesh bibs
• Flatlock seams
• Silicone gripper
• Reflective details

BIBTIGHT II 
ESSENTIAL MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45306801-000 Black
€ 115    DKK 849
 
45306801-011 Army Green  
€ 115    DKK 849

45306801-004 Deep Blue  
€ 115    DKK 849

  

  

  

The fit, looks and comfort of a long sleeve, the 
functionality of a jacket. With this thermal cycling 
shirt you go warm and stylish on the road. Perfect 
for the cooler days or in the winter with an extra 
thermal layer underneath. 

• Material: 100% Polyester Summerit Super 
Soft

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• Stand-up collar in fleece
• Reflective details
• 3 pockets

THERMO JERSEY LS 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS – XXL 
 
44212700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow
€ 75    DKK 599 

44212700-553 Modica  
€ 75    DKK 599
 
44212700-011 Army Green  
€ 75    DKK 599

  

  

  

  

A basic long sleeve jersey with a special seasonal 
flower print that stands out on the bike. The inside 
feels soft to the skin and the cuffs on the sleeves 
are extra comfortable. It is perfect to wear as 
outer layer in mild weather conditions. 

• Material: 100% polyester Snowdrop Brushed
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets

ABSTRACT FLOWER 
JERSEY LS 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44220300-553 Modica
€ 95    DKK 749 

44220300-562 Strategy  
€ 95    DKK 749
 
  

  

  

  

  



Warm, basic and a real essential item in the 
wardrobe of every cyclist. Made from recycled 
polyester and therefore part of our Greensphere 
collection. Get ready for the winter and stand out 
on the road wearing one of the colours of this 
season. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester
• Breathable softshell suitable as outer layerin 

cold weather
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 pockets + 1 audio output and zipper
• Reflective details

THERMO JACKET 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44220500-553 Modica
€ 90    DKK 699 

44220500-562 Strategy  
€ 90    DKK 699
 
  

  

  

  

  

Stay comfortable with this wind body. At the back, 
a multi-functional zipped pocket can be used to 
stash items. When empty you can fold the body 
into the pocket, transforming it into a tiny package 
that easily fits within any cycling jersey. 

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water repellent
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

WIND BODY II 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44848100-000 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

44848100-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 60    DKK 449
 
44848100-527 Reflection Black  
€ 80    DKK 599

44848100-011 Army Green  
€ 60    DKK 449

44848100-020 Elephant Grey
€ 60    DKK 449

  

  

  

A little cyclist will of course not be stopped by 
a bit of wind and rain. This very light and easily 
foldable jacket keeps the wind out, but protects 
also against a short rain shower. A must for your 
bike wardrobe. 

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water repellent
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

WIND JACKET II 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44848500-000 Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

44848500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 70    DKK 549
 
44848500-527 Reflection Black  
€ 90    DKK 649

44848500-011 Army Green  
€ 70    DKK 549

44848500-020 Elephant Grey
€ 70    DKK 549

  

  

  



WOMEN

On the bike it is always nice to take an extra layer 
with you. As protection against the rain and to 
increase your visibility in traffic. The Rain Essential 
jacket offers both and makes it easy to store when 
needed. 

• Material: Poray 10.000, Greensphere 
Recycled Polyester

• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Fully taped seams
• Soft lining in the collar
• Anatomical cuffs
• Extended back panel
• Reflective details
• Semi 4-way stretch

RAIN JACKET II 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44209500-000 Black
€ 100    DKK 749 

44209500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 100    DKK 749
 
44209500-028 Safety Red  
€ 100    DKK 749

  

  

  

  

   

The women-specific fit Essential tight is made 
with recycled fabric and therefore part of the AGU 
Greensphere collection. It is the perfect basic tight 
which provides warmth and comfort on rides up to 
two hours with the Green 95 chamois. 

• Material: Inverno, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Comfort waistband takes the pressure off the 
abdominal region

• Flatlock seams
• Silicone gripper
• Reflective details

TIGHT II ESSENTIAL 
WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45305601-000 Black
€ 105    DKK 799 

45305602-000 Black  (Without Pad)
€ 95    DKK 699
 
45305601-011 Army Green  
€ 105    DKK 799

45305601-004 Deep Blue  
€ 105    DKK 799

  

  

  

The Essential Bibtight is made with recycled 
fabric and therefore part of the AGU Greensphere 
collection. It is the perfect basic bibtight which 
provides warmth and comfort on rides up to two 
hours with the Green 95 chamois. 

• Material: Inverno, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Velo Mesh bibs
• Flatlock seams
• Silicone gripper
• Reflective details

BIBTIGHT II 
ESSENTIAL WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45305801-000 Black
€ 115    DKK 849 

45305802-000 Black  (Without Pad)
€ 105    DKK 799
 
45305801-011 Army Green  
€ 115    DKK 849

45305801-004 Deep Blue  
€ 115    DKK 849

  

  

  







ESSENTIAL 
BASE LAYER 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

Our base layers are the perfect choice to wear 
under your jersey year-round. The materials used 
wick perspiration away from the body, so you stay 
dry and keep warm effectively. Available with long 
or short sleeves, as well as sleeveless, all our base 
layers have Polygiene – an antibacterial treatment 
that prevents unpleasant odours.



Perfect temperature regulation starts with layers. 
Layering starts with this seamless, sleeveless 
baselayer. Thanks to the Polygiene treatment your 
baselayer will stay fresh and odor free for longer. 
Ideal for an spring, fall or summer ride. 

• Material: Polyamide, Polypropylene and 
Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment 
against smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing 
comfort

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-
drying

• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 
ventilation

• Optimalized bike specific fit

EVERYDAY BASE 
LAYER SLEEVELESS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
473132 White
€ 30    DKK 219 

473133 Black  
€ 30    DKK 219
 
47314800-011 Army Green  
€ 30    DKK 219

  

  

  

  

Perfect temperature regulation starts with layers. 
Layering starts with this short sleeve baselayer. 
Thanks to the Polygiene treatment your baselayer 
will stay fresh and odor free for longer. Ideal for an 
spring, fall or summer ride. 

• Material: Polyamide, Polypropylene and 
Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment 
against smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing 
comfort

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-
drying

• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 
ventilation

• Optimalized bike specific fit

EVERYDAY BASE 
LAYER SS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
473130 White
€ 35    DKK 259 

473131 Black  
€ 35    DKK 259
 
47314700-011 Army Green  
€ 35    DKK 259

  

  

  

  

Perfect temperature regulation starts with layers. 
Layering starts with this long sleeve baselayer. 
Thanks to the Polygiene treatment your baselayer 
will stay fresh and odor free for longer. Ideal for an 
spring, fall or summer ride. 

• Material: Polyamide, Polypropylene and 
Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment 
against smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing 
comfort

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-
drying

• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 
ventilation

• Optimalized bike specific fit

EVERYDAY BASE 
LAYER LS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
473134 White
€ 40    DKK 299 

473135 Black  
€ 40    DKK 299
 
47314900-011 Army Green  
€ 40    DKK 299

  

  

  

  



Do you exercise in hot weather? Then make sure 
you have good underwear that regulates your 
body temperature. This Seamless Sports Bra does 
its job perfectly. You stay dry and comfortable. It 
breathes to the max. 

• Material: Leightweight Polypropylene/
Polyester mix

• Seamless construction for perfect fit
• Permanent Polygiene Stay Fresh odoor 

control
• Mesh ventilation

SEAMLESS 
SPORTSBRA WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45322000-000 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

45322000-001 White  
€ 50    DKK 399
 
  

  

  

  

  

   

The natural properties of merino wool, such 
as fast-drying, breathable and temperature 
regulating, mean this material is the best choice 
for our base layer with long sleeves. 

• Material: 35% Merino, 35% Polyester, 28% 
Polyamide and 2% Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment 
against smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing 
comfort

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-
drying

• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 
ventilation

• Optimalized bike specific fit

WINTERDAY MERINO 
BASE LAYER LS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
47315000 Antracite
€ 65    DKK 499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

A must-have winter item for every cyclist. The 
natural properties of Merino wool, such as fast-
drying, breathable and temperature regulating, 
mean this material is the best choice for our winter 
long sleeve baselayer. 

• Material: 35% Merino, 35% Polyester, 28% 
Polyamide and 2% Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment 
against smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing 
comfort

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and quick-
drying

• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 
ventilation

• Optimalized bike specific fit

WINTERDAY TURTLE 
BASE LAYER LS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS/S - XXL/XXXL 
 
45305800-009 Grey
€ 65    DKK 499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



Layering starts with this longsleeve base layer. 
The Merino wool keeps you warm and breathes 
well, just as the wind block fabric on the chest. 
The Polygiene treatment and added ventilation 
under your armpit keeps you fresh and odour free 
for longer. 

• Material: 35% Merino, 35% Polyester, 28% 
Polyamide, 2% Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment 
against smell causing bacteria

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and quick-
drying

• Optimalized bike specific fit

WINTERDAY WIND 
BREAKER BASE LAYER 
LS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
47314600-000 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

These Cycling Underpants Essential are the secret 
weapon for commuting and for cyclists who don’t 
want to look too much like a road warrior cyclist 
during a bike ride. 

• Material: 100% Polyester comfort
• Elastic waistband
• Green 95 Comfort underwear pad

UNDERSHORT MEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
473068 White
€ 40    DKK 299 

473069 Black  
€ 40    DKK 299  
 
  

  

  

  

  

These Cycling Underpants Essential are the secret 
weapon for commuting and for cyclists who don’t 
want to look too much like a road warrior cyclist 
during a bike ride. 

• Material: 100% Polyester comfort
• Elastic waistband
• Green 95 Comfort underwear pad

UNDERSHORT WOMEN

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
473066 White
€ 40    DKK 299 

473067 Black  
€ 40    DKK 299 
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ESSENTIAL 
ACCESSORIES

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price



A good sock should not only fit well and be 
comfortable, but also keep your foot cool and wick 
away perspiration. And that is what these Low 
2-Pack Cycling Socks do excellently. 

• Material: Coolmax
• 9-cm height
• Lightweight breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed
• Lightweight breathable and fast-drying
• Size S/M fits shoe size 38-42 size L/XL fits 

shoe size 43-47

LOW 2-PACK SOCKS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47 
 
47435900-000 Black
€ 16    DKK 119 

47435900-001 White  
€ 16    DKK 119
 
  

  

  

  

  

A good sock should not only fit well and be 
comfortable, but also keep your foot cool and wick 
away perspiration. And that is what these Medium 
2-Pack Cycling Socks do excellently. 

• Material: Coolmax
• 13-cm height
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying

MEDIUM 2-PACK 
SOCKS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47 
 
474309 Black
€ 18    DKK 129 

474310 White  
€ 18    DKK 129
 
  

  

  

  

  

A good sock should not only fit well and be 
comfortable, but also keep your foot cool and wick 
away perspiration. And that is what these High 
2-Pack Cycling Socks do excellently. 

• Material: Coolmax
• 19-cm height
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying

HIGH 2-PACK SOCKS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 
 
474308 White
€ 20    DKK 149 

474307 Black  
€ 20    DKK 149
 
  

  

  

  

  



Give your feet some love, they deserve it for 
powering you forward all day, every day. Our 100% 
Merino wool socks are comfortable for your feet; 
warm, light, very soft, breathable and — very 
important — a good length. 

• Material: Merino Wool, Polyamide, Elastane
• 19-cm height
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed

WINTER MERINO 
SOCKS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47 
 
47461200-000 Black
€ 22    DKK 159 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Thanks to a lay-up of fabrics this is a fully 
waterproof sock. It keeps your feet dry and warm 
during wet rides. A waterproof membrane holds 
off water and spray while a soft Merino wool liner 
has been added for breathability, warmth and 
comfort. 

• Material: Polyamide DWR outer layer
• Waterproof membrane
• Merino wool liner for warmth and comfort
• S - size 37-39
• M - size 40-42
• L - size 43-45

WATERPROOF SOCKS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 37-29 - L 43-45 
 
47461300-000 Black
€ 40    DKK 299 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



Made upon request of Team Jumbo-Visma. A 
very thin, stretchy glove that wears comfortably 
and protects your hands against wind. This glove 
comes in three color options; black, hi-vis neon 
yellow and reflective mist. 

• Material: Superstretch
• Cycling specific palm construction
• Silicon print palm grip

STRETCH GLOVES

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
45305701-000 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

45305701-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 25    DKK 189
 
45305701-527 Reflection Black  
€ 30    DKK 219

  

  

  

  

For long rides in bad conditions the Neoprene 
glove is the ideal solution. Warm and water- and 
windproof 

• Material: 2mm Neoprene
• Cycling specific palm construction
• Silicon print palm grip

NEOPRENE GLOVES

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
465412 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Our Neoprene light gloves are developed for Team 
Jumbo-Visma. They desired a glove that is easy to 
pull on or off during hard racing in cold conditions. 
That’s why we used super stretch Neoprene and 
included a zipper for enhanced functionality. 

• Material: 2MM Super Strech Neoprene
• Amara palm
• Zip closure for easy on/off
• Hypergrip Silicone print on the palm

NEOPRENE LIGHT 
GLOVES ZIP

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
465417 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



A pair of gloves is vital in winter, our Windproof 
model meets your needs at an attractive price 
without making compromises in performance. 
They block the wind and repel short rain showers, 
while offering plenty of comfort for cold days on 
the bike. 

• Material: WNDPRF-X159
• Windproof and water repellent
• Microfleece lining
• Gel Padding
• Touchscreen compatible index finger and 

thumb
• Hypergrip Silicone print on the palm

WINDPROOF GLOVES

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
465406 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

465407 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 60    DKK 449
 
  

  

  

  

  

The seamless construction of these Merino Knit 
gloves ensures a waterproof glove that is still 
breathable thanks to the innovative membrane. A 
soft and snug Merino wool liner supplies warmth 
in abundance, and it is very resilient to bad odors. 

• Material: DWR Polyamide knit outside
• Merino wool liner
• Waterproof and breathable membrane
• Seamless construction for optimized fit and 

comfort
• Silicone grip on the palm

MERINO KNIT GLOVES 
WATERPROOF

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49304300-011 Army Green
€ 55    DKK 449 

465418 Black  
€ 55    DKK 449
 
  

  

  

  

  

With their supple fit and effective wind- and 
waterproofness our Weatherproof gloves are just 
that; weatherproof. They’ll keep your hands warm 
and dry on the bike when the elements are at their 
worst, giving you complete control over the bars. 

• Material: Waterproof 3 Layer Shell
• Microfleece lining
• Hypergrip Silicone print on the palm
• Touchscreen compatible index finger and 

thumb
• Hipora waterproof inner glove
• Gel Padding
• Reflective details

WEATHERPROOF 
GLOVES

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
465411 Black
€ 65    DKK 499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Our Deep Winter gloves are designed for riding 
comfortably throughout the worst of conditions. 
Wind- and waterproof on the highest level, the 
Hipora liner effectively wards off all precipitation 
and the specific design contains your body 
temperature. 

• Material: Softshell Tec3
• Windproof and waterproof
• Primaloft lining
• 2-Finger ‘Lobster’ design
• Hipora waterproof inner glove
• Hypergrip Silicone print on the palm
• Gel Padding

DEEP WINTER GLOVES

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
465410 Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Are shoe covers too warm, but is the wind too 
cold? Toe covers are here to rescue you! They 
protect your toes from freezing in the cold wind 
and they are very easy to store when it gets too 
warm. Fully wind- and waterproof. 

• Material: PU-Stretch windproof and 
waterproof

• Kevlar reinforced nose
• Unisex model

TOE COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
403407 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The Gaitor is perfect to prevent water from 
dripping into the upper part of your waterproof 
winter shoes. Of course, it can be used as extra 
shield between your bibtight and shoe covers too. 

• Material: 2mm Neoprene
• Wind- and waterproof
• Extra protection between covershoe and 

(bib)tight
• Reflective details

GAITOR

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
40341300-000 Black
€ 20    DKK 149 

40341300-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 20    DKK 149
 
40341300-527 Reflection Black  
€ 25    DKK 189

  

  

  

  

This is a very special product for all cycling lovers. 
A thin, knitted coversock that is waterrepellent 
and breathable thanks to a thin and stretchy 
membrane on the inner layer. The sock has 
a particular structure to mold around a shoe 
perfectly. 

• Thin Coversock for mild weather
• No zipper for a better fit
• Reflective details

COVERSOCKS SHOE 
COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s) XS/S   38-40
 XL/XXL   44-46 
 
45305700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow
€ 30    DKK 229 

45305700-000 Black  
€ 30    DKK 229

 
  

  

  

  

  



Be prepared for a rainy bike ride and protect your 
shoes and feet against the elements with these 
thin, latex shoe covers. They are waterproof and 
windproof. The absence of a zipper makes for 
a snug fit. 

• Materiaal: Latex
• Windproof and waterproof
• Reflective details
• Without zipper for a better fit

LATEX SHOE COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
40341200-000 Black
€ 40    DKK 299 

40341200-527 Reflection Black  
€ 50    DKK 349
 
  

  

  

  

  

The rainproof overshoe is made to offer protection 
during the worst rain showers. With reinforcement 
in strategic places so that the overshoe lasts 
longer. These overshoes have no zipper, for an 
optimal fit around the shoe and ankles. 

• Material: PU-Stretch Fleece
• Windproof and waterproof
• No zipper for a better fit
• Taped seams
• Reflective details
• Velcro Closure at the base of the shoe cover

RAINPROOF SHOE 
COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
403411 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The official Team Jumbo-Visma high shoe covers, 
developed with the team riders, who asked for 
an extra high boot top. The extra length protects 
your lower leg against wind and water spray. 
This bootie has no zipper, which makes it extra 
aerodynamic. 

• Material: PU-Stretch Fleece
• Windproof and waterproof
• Extra high: 29 cm long
• No zipper for a better fit
• Taped seams
• Reflective details
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma shoe covers

RACEDAY SHOE 
COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
403409 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



The Raceday shoe cover is especially made for the 
riders of Team Jumbo-Visma and now available 
for every cyclist. The length protects your lower 
leg against wind and water spray. The zipper 
makes it easier to pull them on and take them 
off quickly. 

• Material: PU-Stretch Fleece
• Windproof and waterproof
• Extra high: 29 cm long
• With zipper
• Taped seams
• Reflective details
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma shoe covers

RACEDAY ZIP SHOE 
COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
403408 Black
€ 55    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Neoprene shoe covers shield your feet from all 
winter riding brings with it. This model profits from 
a 4mm thick wind- and waterproof neoprene to 
keep your feet dry and warm. It has no zipper, for 
an optimal fit and improved durability. 

• Material: 4mm Neoprene
• Windproof an waterproof
• Kevlar reinforce nose
• Blindstitched
• No zipper for a better fit
• Taped seams
• Not fully stitched and therfore waterproof

THERMO NEOPRENE 
SHOE COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
403406 Black
€ 65    DKK499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This knee-high neoprene shoe covers are 
specifically developed with the riders of Team 
Jumbo-Visma, to keep them comfortable on their 
long, tough winter training rides. They protect your 
lower legs against cold water spray from your 
front wheel. 

• Material: 4MM Neoprene Orca Skin: Water-
repellent

• Windproof and waterproof
• Kevlar reinforced nose
• Taped seams
• ‘Knee’ height length

FOUL WEATHER SHOE 
COVERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S 40 - XXXL 48 
 
403410 Black
€ 80    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up 
quickly? Arm warmers are your go-to piece of kit. 
They will keep your body warm and are easy to 
store in your jersey pockets or in a bag. 

• Material: Lombardia
• Silicone gripper
• Essential item for every cyclist

ARM WARMERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
474120 Black
€ 35    DKK 269 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Not sure if you want to ride with short sleeves 
because the weather outside is so unpredictable? 
These light Arm Warmers Essential are the 
solution. Starting cold and ending the ride warm is 
no problem. Just store them in your jersey pocket. 

• Material: Vuelta
• water-repellent
• Preformed
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort elastic band

LIGHT ARM WARMERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
45305501-000 Black
€ 35    DKK 269 

45305501-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 35    DKK 269
 
45305501-527 Reflection Black  
€ 45    DKK 349
  

  

  

  

Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up 
quickly? Arm warmers are your go-to piece. They 
will keep your body warm and are easy to store 
in your jersey pockets or in a bag. Thanks to the 
DWR-coating a short spell of rain is no problem. 

• Material: Vuelta DWR
• DWR water-repellent
• Preformd
• Silicone gripper
• Comfortable elastic band
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma arm warmers

ARM WARMERS DWR

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
474800 Black
€ 45    DKK 349 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up 
quickly? Leg warmers are your go-to piece of kit. 
They will keep your body warm and are easy to 
store in your jersey pockets or in a bag. 

• Material: Lombardia
• Silicone grippers
• Unisex model

LEG WARMERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
474121 Black
€ 45    DKK 349 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Not sure if you want to ride with short sleeves 
because the weather outside is so unpredictable? 
These light Arm Warmers Essential are the 
solution. Starting cold and ending the ride warm is 
no problem. Just store them in your jersey pocket. 

• Material: Vuelta
• Water-resistant  coating
• Silicone gripper

LIGHT LEG WARMERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
47480900-000 Black
€ 45    DKK 349 

47480900-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 45    DKK 349
 
47480900-527 Reflection Black  
€ 55    DKK 449
  

  

  

  

Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up 
quickly? Leg warmers are your go-to piece. They 
will keep your body warm and are easy to store 
in your jersey pockets or in a bag. Thanks to the 
DWR-coating a short spell of rain is no problem. 

• Material: Vuelta DWR
• DWR water-repellent
• Preformed
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort elastic band
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma leg warmers

LEG WARMERS DWR

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
474801 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



Knee warmers are perfect when the temperature 
is low, but not yet so cold to wear a bibtight. The 
perfect solution when leg warmers are too warm 
or restricting wearing shoe covers. These are 
the exact knee warmers Team Jumbo-Visma 
riders wear. 

• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma knee warmers

KNEE WARMERS

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
47461700 Black
€ 40    DKK 299 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

A headband is perfect when a cap is too warm but 
you still want to have warm ears and protect your 
forehead. The fabric dries quickly and the brushed 
inside feels soft on your skin. It comes in two color 
options, Hi-vis neon yellow and Black. 

• Material: Softshell 210
• Protects the ears and head
• Must-have item from this years collection

SOFTSHELL HEADBAND 
II

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S/M - L/XL 
 
45305600-000 Black
€ 20    DKK 149 

45305600-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 20    DKK 149
 
45305600-527 Reflection Black  
€ 20    DKK 149

  

  

  

  

This helm cap prevents warmth to escape via 
your head, to keep you warm during the coldest 
of days. It comes in two color options, Hi-vis neon 
yellow to enhance your visibility in misty or low-
light conditions and plain black. 

• Material: Softshell 210
• Windtight, heat regulating and breathable
• Unisex model

SOFTSHELL CAP II

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S/M - L/XL 
 
45305500-000 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

45305500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 25    DKK 189
 
45305500-527 Reflection Black  
€ 25    DKK 189

  

  

  

  



This warm snood can be worn in many ways and 
because of the joined fleece, it is also perfect for 
colder days. 

• Material: Primaloft
• Seamless technology for optimum wearing 

comfort
• Super stretch
• Integrated ventilation zones

PRIMALOFT BALACLAVE

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S/M - L/XL 
 
474724 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This warm col can be worn in many different ways 
and is very suitable for the colder days because 
of the stitched-on fleece. The multifunctional 
character and the thermoregulating effect make 
this item a must have for every cyclist. 

• Material: Primaloft
• Seamless design
• Perfect for colder days

COL ESSENTIAL

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
44209800-000 Black
€ 20    DKK 149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Especially for the cold or rainy days: The 
seamless Skull premium. We used a special 
knitting technique, so there are no seams on 
the hat. It keeps your head warm and provides 
a comfortable feeling on days when you need 
it extra. 

• Material
• Seamless construction for optimized fit
• Fits under your helmet
• For on and off the bike

SEAMLESS SKULL 
PREMIUM

  

Premium

Size(s)  One Size 
 
47462100-000 Black
€ 35    DKK 259 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This cap is specially designed for rainy days. 
The Poray 15.000 membrane makes the cap 
waterproof. Keep your head warm and dry with the 
Prime Rain cap. 

• Material: Poray 15.000
• Reflection details
• Breathabele, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-way stretch

PRIME RAIN CAP 
ESSENTIAL

  

Essential

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  One Size 
 
44212300-527 Reflection Black
€ 35    DKK 259 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



NOTES





ESSENTIAL 
SHOES

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price



As a rider you want as much power as possible 
from your legs to be transferred to your pedals as 
directly as possible. With the unisex R410 we have 
translated technology from our premium products 
into a shoe with a very attractive price. 

• Nylon Fibreglass sole
• Suitable for 3-bolt pedal system
• 3 Velcro Closures

R410 ROAD SHOES

  

Essential

Size(s)  45 - 47 
 
46017200-000 Black
€ 90    DKK 699 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

As a rider you want as much power from your 
legs to be transferred to your pedals as directly 
as possible, without loss of power. The unisex 
R610 has a modest design but offers a lot of 
comfort and a clear improvement of your cycling 
performance. 

• Nylon Fibreglass sole with inject carbon
• Suitable for 3-bolt pedal system
• 1 Atop dial closure + 1 Velcro closure
• Anti-slip heel grip

R610 ROAD SHOES

  

Essential

Size(s)  39 - 47 
 
46017300-000 Black
€ 130    DKK 999 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

As a rider you want as much power as possible 
from your legs to be transferred to your pedals as 
directly as possible, without loss of power. A good 
cycling shoe is essential for this. Everythin about 
this shoe breathes the highest quality. 

• Full carbon sole
• Knit fabric design for maximum ventilation
• Suitable for 3-bolt pedal system
• 2 Atop dial closures

R910 ROAD SHOES

  

Essential

Size(s)  39 - 47 
 
46017400-000 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



As a mountain biker you want good grip on your 
pedals, but also that as much power as possible. 
The unisex M410 is such a shoe in which the 
necessary technology has been incorporated at a 
very attractive price point. 

• Nylon Fibreglass sole
• Suitable for the Shimano SPD pedal system
• 3 Velcro Closures

M410 MTB SHOES

  

Essential

Size(s)  39 - 47 
 
46017500-000 Black
€ 90    DKK 699 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The seamless design of the M610 offers comfort 
and performance at all times, on any trail or 
rough unpaved road. The thick rubber sole makes 
walking easy, so these would also be perfect for 
bikepacking and travelling trips. 

• Nylon Fibreglass sole
• Seamless construction
• Suitable for the Shimano SPD pedal system
• 1 Atop dial closure + 1 Velcro closure
• Non-slip heel grip

M610 MTB SHOES

  

Essential

Size(s)  39 - 47 
 
46017600-000 Black
€ 130    DKK 999 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

An MTB shoe must fit well, provide grip on the 
pedals and transfer maximum power from your 
legs to the pedals. The 810 does all that optimally. 
The full-carbon sole of the M810 does not 
compromise on performance and power transfer. 

• Full carbon sole
• Seamless construction
• Suitable for the Shimano SPD pedal system
• 2 Atop dial closures

M810 MTB SHOES

  

Essential

Size(s)  39 - 47 
 
46017700-000 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Our M710 shoes are designed for comfortable 
riding during the winter months. They are 
waterproof and have an insulating layer. The 
durable sole provides an assured grip while 
walking. 

• Rubber Nylon sole
• Material: PU fleeced and waterproof outer 

layer
• Suitable for the Shimano SPD pedal system

M710 MTB SHOES 
WATERPROOF

  

Essential

Size(s)  39 - 47 
 
46017800-000 Black
€ 170    DKK 1299 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  





NOTES







ESSENTIAL 
HELMET 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The perfect cycling helmet is lightweight, 
ventilates well and of course provides the ultimate 
level of protection. At AGU we design and develop 
our helmets to guarantee a perfect fit, comfort, 
and safety. We’ve divided our collection into two, 
making sure we offer the right products to the 
right cyclist.  

Our entry-level collection features helmets that will suit all types of riders 

- from beginner to advanced cyclist. Making sure we offer great value for 

money; all helmets are available in various colour options and live up to all 

official safety standards. Keeping you safe on the road is of vital importance 

after all! 



Have you discovered cycling with great 
enthusiasm? Then a good helmet should be part 
of your wardrobe. The Strato protects your head 
and keeps you cool on hot days, thanks to its 
twenty ventilation openings. 

• In-mould helmet
• 20 ventilation openings
• Direct-Dial system
• Weight: 240 g
• Camlock closures
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

STRATO HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)
S/M 52-58 cm - L/XL 58-62 cm 
 
471003 Black
€ 70    DKK 499 

471004 Black Neon Yellow  
€ 70    DKK 499
 
47105600-001 White Silver  
€ 70    DKK 499

47105600-003 True Red  
€ 70    DKK 499

47105600-004 Deep Blue
€ 70    DKK 499

  

  

  

Especially on warmer days, you will benefit 
enormously from this Tesoro. The helmet is very 
light (199 grams) and has 24 ventilation openings. 
Needless to say, it complies with all safety 
standards. 

• Double in-mould helmet
• 24 ventilation openings
• Direct-Dial 2 system: Also adjustable in height
• Weight: 199 g
• Comfort padding from a single piece, 

including insect net
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

TESERO HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)
S/M 54-58 cm - L/XL 58-62 cm 
 
471008 Black
€ 90    DKK 649 

471009 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 90    DKK 649
 
471010 White  
€ 90    DKK 649

  

  

  

  

Powerful, healthy and full of energy. That is what 
Vigarous stands for and that is the vision of our 
designers when designing this helmet. The result 
is a sleek, aerodynamic look. 

• Double in-mould helmet: extra strong and 
lightweight

• Aerodynamic profile design
• 3 oversized ventilation openings and 7 regular 

vents
• Exposed internal cage
• Direct dial system
• Lightweight Y-Buckles and straps
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

VIGAROUS HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)
S/M 54-58 cm - L/XL 58-62 cm 
 
471025 White
€ 110    DKK 849 

471026 Black  
€ 110    DKK 849
 
471027 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 110    DKK 849

  

  

  

  



A sleekly designed racing helmet for those who 
want to take their cycling seriously. That is the 
Thorax. It cools and offers good protection thanks 
to a double in-mould shell which is also extra 
reinforced. 

• Double in-mould helmet: extra strong and 
lightweight

• 26 ventilation openings
• Comfort padding from a single piece, 

including insect net
• Reinforced with internal Roll-Cage
• Direct-Dial 2 system: also adjusts in height
• Weight: 240g
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

THORAX HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)
 S/M 54-58 cm - L/XL 58-62 cm 
 
471016 White
€ 130    DKK 999 

471014 Black  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
  

  

  

  

  

Powerful, healthy and full of energy. That is what 
Vigarous stands for and that is the vision of our 
designers when designing this helmet. The result 
is a sleek, aerodynamic look. This helmet is 
equipped with MIPS technology. 

• Double in-mould helmet: extra strong and 
lightweight

• Multi-Directional Impact Protection System 
(MIPS)

• Aerodynamic profile design
• 3 oversized ventilation openings and 7 regular 

vents
• Exposed internal cage
• Direct dial system
• Lightweight Y-Buckles and straps
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

VIGAROUS HELMET 
MIPS

  

Essential

Size(s)
S/M 54-58 cm - L/XL 58-62 cm 
 
471031 White
€ 140    DKK 1049 

471032 Black  
€ 140    DKK 1049
 
  

  

  

  

  





ESSENTIAL 
GLASSES 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

We’ve improved our eyewear collection! You can 
now choose for sunglasses that live up to the 
demands of professional riders, with HD lenses 
and best-in-class specs, or a slightly scaled down 
version, with a simpler UV400 lens in the same 
frame.  

This is our basic collection, all equipped with an Anti-Fog coating on the 

UV400 lens. Everything to prevent condensation and with an option for 

photochromic lenses, this range keeps your sight sharp, and your eyes 

protected.



High-quality sunglasses, tailored to the needs 
of the starting cyclist. That is what the Valiant 
glasses are. They make clever use of technologies 
that AGU has developed for the premium models 
in its collection. You are thus assured of good 
eyesight. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV 400 lenses
• Anti-allergenic nose pads and temples
• Including storage pouch

VALIANT GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40518600-000 Black
€ 50    DKK 399 

40518600-001 White  
€ 50    DKK 399
 
40518600-002 Yellow  
€ 50    DKK 399

  

  

  

  

The Bold Anti fog glasses do not only allow you 
to see everything around you in all conditions, 
it makes you look good as well. These 
modern designed cycling glasses give you an 
unprecedentedly wide and clear field of vision. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV 400 Anti-Fog lenses
• Adjustable, anti-allergenic nose pads
• Including storage pouch
• Including transparant and orange lens

BOLD ANTI FOG 
GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
405132 Red
€ 80    DKK 599 

40514000-000 Gold  
€ 80    DKK 599
 
40514700-000 Photochromic  
€ 80    DKK 599

405134 White  
€ 80    DKK 599

40514000-010 Transparent
€ 80    DKK 599

405133 Neon Yellow  
€ 80    DKK 599

  

  

Since introducing the Vigor it quickly became 
the favourite glasses of many cyclist. The lens 
protects your eyes without fogging up. This is 
a simplified version of the Vigor HDII glasses, 
without the HD lens but with UV400 lens to protect 
your eyes. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV 400 lenses
• Anti-allergenic nose pads and temples
• Including storage case

VIGOR GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40518700-000 Black
€ 90    DKK 699 

40518700-001 White  
€ 90    DKK 699
 
  

  

  

  

  



The Pride glasses are completely tailored to the 
most demanding use. This is a simplified version 
of our Pride HDII glasses. It comes without HDII 
lens, but with UV400 lenses to make sure your 
eyes are protected against strong sunlight. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV 400 lenses
• Anti-allergenic nose pads and temples
• Including storage case

PRIDE GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40518800-000 Black
€ 100    DKK 749 

40518800-001 White  
€ 100    DKK 749
 
  

  

  

  

  

This is a simplified version of our popular Verve 
HDII glasses. It comes without HDII lens, but 
with UV400 lenses to make sure your eyes are 
protected against strong sunlight. You can choose 
to ride with or without a frame. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV 400 lenses
• Anti-allergenic nose pads and temples
• Including storage case

VERVE GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40518900-000 Black
€ 110    DKK 849 

40518900-001 White  
€ 110    DKK 849
 
  

  

  

  

  

The Bold Convert glasses do not only allow you 
to see everything around you in all conditions, 
it makes you look good as well. These 
modern designed cycling glasses give you an 
unprecedentedly wide and clear field of vision. 
With changeable lenses. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• Interchangeable UV 400 Anti-Fog lenses
• Adjustable, anti-allergenic nose pads
• Including storage pouch
• Including transparant and orange lens
• Includes transparent and orange lens

BOLD CONVERT 
GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40515200-000 Black
€ 120    DKK 899 

40515200-001 White  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
  

  

  

  

  





PERFORMANCE
BASE 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The Performance collection consists of items 
formerly known as part of our Trend and Premium 
collections. To make this collection accessible to 
all cyclists, we’ve divided the products into two 
categories, a base and a premium collection. We 
have simplified this collection to make it easier 
for customers to choose the right product for their 
needs, based on different types of weather. 

For mild weather, the Solid jersey is a great option for every cyclist. 

Compared to last year’s version, we’ve added an extra elastic to the back 

pockets to prevent items from sliding, based on feedback we’ve received 

from our customers and clients. The Winter jacket is your go-to jacket for 

cold rides. Of course we’ve made sure that the colours of all items match 

perfectly with the seasonal colours and the other collection items.



MEN

A long sleeve version of our popular Solid jersey. 
The soft, light and above all very stretchy fabric 
make this item the favourite of many riders. The 
seasonal colours ensure that you do not only ride 
comfortably and warm, but also stylish. 

• Material: 4Way stretch
• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper

SOLID JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44220600-559 Gardening
€ 130    DKK 999 

44220600-560 Forest Green  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
44220600-572 Ice Tea  
€ 130    DKK 999

  

  

  

  

The warmth and softness of Merino wool makes 
this a special jersey. Merino wool is known for 
its temperature regulating abilities. Made with 
responsibly sourced wool this jersey is part of the 
AGU Greensphere collection. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester/
Merino

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper

MERINO JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44220800-033 Steel Blue
€ 160    DKK 1199 

44220800-553 Modica  
€ 160    DKK 1199
 
  

  

  

  

  

The woven fabric of this lightweight jersey 
combines protection from wind and rain with 
maximum breathability. The comfortable fit adds 
to the elegant look. Uniquely, the yarn generates 
heat through friction, so you’re body warms up 
as you move. 

• Woven fabric
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 pockets + 1 audio output and zipper
• Iverno DWR insulating stretch back and 

sleeves

WOVEN JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44221000-033 Steel Blue
€ 220    DKK 1649 

448133 Black  
€ 220    DKK 1649
  

  

  

  



Soft and insulating, perfect to wear as mid-layer 
on cold days or as top layer on mild days. With 
the special design of this season, inspired by 
mountains, this jersey will colour up every ride and 
make sure that you will be noticed while riding. 

• Material: 100% Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester Brushed

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper

ABSTRACT 
MOUNTAINS JERSEY 
LS PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44221200-011 Army Green
€ 120    DKK 899 

44221200-033 Steel Blue  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
  

  

  

  

  

Don’t compromise on comfort, safety and 
appearance, but put them all first. With the 
Reflective jersey you kill two birds with one stone. 
The fog print not only looks beautiful, but also 
creates better visibility in traffic. 

• Material: 100% Polyester, Rapid dry, 
breathable

• All-over reflective print for better visibility
• 3 pockets

REFLECTIVE JERSEY 
LS PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44208400-527 Reflection Black
€ 150    DKK 1149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Every season has its own beauties. As does the 
winter. So don’t let the cold and short days stop 
you. With this winter jacket you go safe and warm 
on the road. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester, 
Windblock

• Maximum weather protection from wind, 
water, and cold conditions

• Breathable insert on the back panel
• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• 3 pockets + 1 audio-output with zipper
• Reflective details

WINTER JACKET II 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44212400-000 Black
€ 120    DKK 899 

44212400-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
44212400-553 Modica  
€ 120    DKK 899

44212400-559 Gardening  
€ 120    DKK 899

  

  

  



High-performance slim fit padded body that 
combines both warmth and breathability. Making 
use of the latest technology such as ultrasonic 
welded seams. This ensures that the padding is 
not stitched through. A very comfortable must-
have this season. 

• Material: Nylon / Graphene combination
• Graphene for ultimate temperature regulation
• Ultrasonic welded seams
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection

PADDED BODY 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44221400-011 Army Green
€ 130    DKK 999 

44221400-559 Gardening  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
44221400-000 Black  
€ 130    DKK 999

  

  

  

  

High-performance slim fit padded jacket that 
combines both warmth and breathability. Making 
use of the latest technology such as ultrasonic 
welded seams. This ensures that the padding is 
not stitched through. A very comfortable must-
have this season. 

• Material: Nylon / Graphene combination
• Graphene for ultimate temperature regulation
• Ultrasonic welded seams
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection

PADDED JACKET 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44221600-011 Army Green
€ 150    DKK 1149 

44221600-000 Black  
€ 150    DKK 1149
 
  

  

  

  

  

Ultra soft, breathable, warm and made for the 
days our Polartec Alpha jacket is just too warm. 
By using the innovative Polartec Alpha lining this 
body keeps you dry and comfortable, while the 
outer layer optimizes the airflow around you. 

• Material: Polartec Alpha, Greensphere 
Gerecycled Polyester

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Isolating, packable lining
• WNDPRF-X99 windproof and water repellent 

front
• Inverno DWR isolating stretch back panel
• Silicone gripper

POLARTEC ALPHA 
BODY PERFORMANCE 
MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)   S - XXXL 
 
44222000-545 Bond
€ 210    DKK 1599 

444025 Black  
€ 210    DKK 1599
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

MEN



Ultra soft, breathable, warm and an absolute 
winter favourite of the riders of Team Jumbo-
Visma. By using the innovative Polartec Alpha 
lining this jacket keeps you dry and comfortable, 
while the outer layer optimizes the airflow around 
you. 

• Material: Polartec Alpha, Greensphere 
Gerecycled Polyester

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Isolating, packable lining
• WNDPRF-X99 windproof and water repellent 

front
• Inverno DWR isolating stretch back panel
• Inverno DWR stretch sleeves
• Silicone gripper

POLARTEC 
ALPHA JACKET 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)   S - XXXL 
 
44221800-545 Bond
€ 240    DKK 1799 

44221800-553 Modica  
€ 240    DKK 1799
 
444024 Black  
€ 240    DKK 1799
  

  

  

      



The latest techniques and materials for optimal 
comfort during your ride. The Rain Jersey has 
been developed to be able to perform on the bike 
even in less good weather. 

• Material: eVent DVStretch
• Wind resistant, water repellent and extremely 

breathable
• DWR treatment of the yarns and cloth
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Critically taped seams
• 1 pocket

RAIN JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44208900-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow
€ 200    DKK 1499 

44208900-000 Black  
€ 200    DKK 1499
 
44208900-020 Elephant Grey  
€ 200    DKK 1499

  

  

  

  

During a rain shower you cool down faster, 
especially when your torso, hands and feet are 
wet. Stay warm and dry for as long as possible 
thanks to the Poray 15,000 membrane in the 
Prime Rain Body. 

• Material: Poray 15.000, Greensphere 
Recycled Polyester

• Reflection details
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Fully taped seams
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper

PRIME RAIN BODY II 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44911100-000 Black
€ 110    DKK 849 

44911300-802 Hi-Vis Reflection  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
44911300-803 Reflection Yellow  
€ 130    DKK 999

44911100-032 Elephant Grey  
€ 110    DKK 849

  

  

  

   

Nothing is as changeable as the weather. Stay dry, 
safe and warm on the go with the Prime Raincoat. 
Will the wind die down and the sun will show itself 
again? Then you simply put it in your back pocket. 

• Material: Poray 15.000, Greensphere 
Recycled Polyester

• Reflection details
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Fully taped seams
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper

PRIME RAIN JACKET 
II PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44911000-000 Black
€ 130    DKK 999 

44911000-802 Hi-Vis Reflection  
€ 150    DKK 1149
 
44911000-803 Reflection Yellow  
€ 150    DKK 1149

44911000-560 Forest Green  
€ 130    DKK 999

44911000-020 Elephant Grey
€ 130    DKK 999

  

  

  

   

MEN



The Winter bibshort is made with recycled 
fabric and the go-to choice for keeping up your 
performance and morale throughout the winter. 
No wonder this is the exact same bibshort as 
Team Jumbo-Visma uses during their winter 
training and colder races. 

• Material: DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Flatlock seams
• Laser cut lycra bibs
• Silicone gripper

WINTER BIBSHORT 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)   S - XXXL 
 
44222401-000 Black
€ 150    DKK 1149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   

Whether your rides are long or short. Fast or calm. 
And whether you are a fanatic cyclist or only get 
on your bike for relaxation. This bibtight is for 
every rider, every level and every distance. 

• Material: DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Multi-panel preshaped bibtight
• Stretch mesh bibs with bonded edges

SWITCH BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44209801-000 Black
€ 180    DKK 1349 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   

The Prime tight is made with recycled fabric and 
therefore part of the AGU Greensphere collection. 
It is an upgrade of the Essential tight which 
provides more warmth and comfort on long rides 
thanks to the Red 120 chamois. 

• Material: Inverno DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• WNDPRF-X250 Windproof crotch
• Double layer Inverno at the knees for extra 

warmth
• Velo mesh bibs
• Flatlock seams
• Silicone gripper
• Reflective details

PRIME BIBTIGHT III 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45307501-000 Black
€ 145    DKK 1099 

45307502-000 Black (Without pad)  
€ 135    DKK 999
 
45307501-553 Modica  
€ 145    DKK 1099
  

  

  

  

   



A long sleeve version of our popular Solid jersey. 
The soft, light and above all very stretchy fabric 
make this item the favourite of many riders. The 
seasonal colours ensure that you do not only ride 
comfortably and warm, but also stylish. 

• Material: 4Way stretch
• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper

SOLID JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44220700-559 Gardening
€ 130    DKK 999 

44220700-560 Forest Green  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
44220700-572 Ice Tea  
€ 130    DKK 999

  

  

  

  

The warmth and softness of Merino wool makes 
this a special jersey. Merino wool is known for 
its temperature regulating abilities. Made with 
responsibly sourced wool this jersey is part of the 
AGU Greensphere collection. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester/
Merino

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper

MERINO JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44220900-033 Steel Blue
€ 160    DKK 1199 

44220900-553 Modica  
€ 160    DKK 1199
 
  

  

  

  

  

   

The woven fabric of this lightweight jersey 
combines protection from wind and rain with 
maximum breathability. The comfortable fit adds 
to the elegant look. Uniquely, the yarn generates 
heat through friction, so you’re body warms up 
as you move. 

• Woven fabric
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 pockets + 1 audio output and zipper
• Iverno DWR insulating stretch back and 

sleeves

WOVEN JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44221100-033 Steel Blue
€ 220    DKK 1649 

448423 Black  
€ 220    DKK 1649  
 
  

  

  

  

  

WOMEN



Soft and insulating, perfect to wear as mid-layer 
on cold days or as top layer on mild days. With 
the special design of this season, inspired by 
mountains, this jersey will colour up every ride and 
make sure that you will be noticed while riding. 

• Material: 100% Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester Brushed

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper
• 3 pockets + 1 zippered pocket

BLURRY PHOTO 
JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44221300-562 Strategy
€ 120    DKK 899 

44221300-033 Steel Blue  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
44221300-572 Ice Tea  
€ 120    DKK 899

  

  

  

  

Don’t compromise on comfort, safety and 
appearance, but put them all first. With the 
Reflective jersey you kill two birds with one stone. 
The fog print not only looks beautiful, but also 
creates better visibility in traffic. 

• 100% Polyester, Rapid dry, breathable
• All-over reflective print for better visibility
• 3 back pockets

REFLECTIVE JERSEY 
LS PERFORMANCE 
WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44209200-527 Reflection Black
€ 150    DKK 1149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Every season has its own beauties. So is the 
winter. So don’t let the cold and short days stop 
you. With this winter jacket you go safe and warm 
on the road. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester, 
Windblock

• Maximum weather protection from wind, 
water, and cold conditions

• Breathable insert on the back panel
• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• 3 pockets + 1 audio-output with zipper
• Reflective details

WINTER JACKET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS – XXL 
 
44212500-000 Black
€ 120    DKK 899 

44212500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
44212500-553 Modica  
€ 120    DKK 899

44212500-559 Gardening  
€ 120    DKK 899

  

  

  

High-performance slim fit padded body that 
combines both warmth and breathability. Making 
use of the latest technology such as ultrasonic 
welded seams. This ensures that the padding is 
not stitched through. A very comfortable must-
have this season. 

• Material: Nylon / Graphene combination
• Graphene for ultimate temperature regulation
• Ultrasonic welded seams
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection

PADDED BODY 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44221500-011 Army Green
€ 130    DKK 999 

44221500-559 Gardening  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
44221500-000 Black  
€ 130    DKK 999

  

  

  

  

High-performance slim fit padded jacket that 
combines both warmth and breathability. Making 
use of the latest technology such as ultrasonic 
welded seams. This ensures that the padding is 
not stitched through. A very comfortable must-
have this season. 

• Material: Nylon / Graphene combination
• Graphene for ultimate temperature regulation
• Ultrasonic welded seams
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection

PADDED JACKET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44221700-011 Army Green
€ 150    DKK 1149 

44221700-000 Black  
€ 150    DKK 1149
 
  

  

  

  

  

WOMEN



Ultra soft, breathable, warm and made for the 
days our Polartec Alpha jacket is just too warm. 
By using the innovative Polartec Alpha lining this 
body keeps you dry and comfortable, while the 
outer layer optimizes the airflow around you. 

• Material: Polartec Alpha, Greensphere 
Gerecycled Polyester

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Isolating, packable lining
• WNDPRF-X99 windproof and water repellent 

front
• Inverno DWR isolating stretch back panel
• Silicone gripper

POLARTEC ALPHA 
BODY PERFORMANCE 
WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44222100-545 Bond
€ 210    DKK 1599 

44222100-000 Black  
€ 210    DKK 1599
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

Ultra soft, breathable, warm and an absolute 
winter favourite of the riders of Team Jumbo-
Visma. By using the innovative Polartec Alpha 
lining this jacket keeps you dry and comfortable, 
while the outer layer optimizes the airflow around 
you. 

• Material: Polartec Alpha, Greensphere 
Gerecycled Polyester

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Isolating, packable lining
• WNDPRF-X99 windproof and water repellent 

front
• Inverno DWR isolating stretch back panel
• Inverno DWR stretch sleeves
• Silicone gripper

POLARTEC 
ALPHA JACKET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44221900-545 Bond
€ 240    DKK 1799 

44221900-553 Modica  
€ 240    DKK 1799
 
44221900-000 Black  
€ 240    DKK 1799

  

  

  

  

      

For those who dare to beat the wind and rain. The 
Prime Rain Jacket protects your body from wind 
and water thanks to the powerful Poray material, 
the taped seams and a waterproof zipper. The 
jacket also offers a good breathability. 

• Material: Poray 15.000, Greensphere 
Recycled Polyester

• Reflective details
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Fully taped seams
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper

PRIME RAIN JACKET 
II PERFORMANCE 
WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44911200-000 Black
€ 130    DKK 999 

44911200-803 Reflection Yellow  
€ 150    DKK 1149
 
44911200-802 Hi-Vis Reflection  
€ 150    DKK 1149

44911200-560 Forest Green  
€ 130    DKK 999

44911200-020 Elephant Grey
€ 130    DKK 999
  

  

  

   



The latest techniques and materials for optimal 
comfort during your ride. The Rain Jersey has 
been developed to be able to perform on the bike 
even in less good weather. 

• Material: eVent DVStretch
• Wind-resistant, water repellent and extremely 

breathable
• DWR treatment of the yarns and cloth
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Critically taped seams
• 1 pocket

RAIN JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44209700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow
€ 180    DKK 1349 

44209700-000 Black  
€ 180    DKK 1349
 
44209700-020 Elephant Grey  
€ 180    DKK 1349

  

  

  

  

The Prime tight is made with recycled fabric and 
therefore part of the AGU Greensphere collection. 
It is an upgrade of the Essential tight which 
provides more warmth and comfort on long rides 
thanks to the Red 120 chamois. 

• Material: Inverno DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• WNDPRF-X250 Windproof crotch
• Double layer Inverno at the knees for extra 

warmth
• Comfort waistband takes the pressure off the 

abdominal region
• Flatlock seams

PRIME TIGHT II 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45306601-000 Black
€ 135    DKK 1049 

45306601-553 Modica  
€ 135    DKK 1049
 
  

  

  

  

  

The Prime bibtight is made with recycled fabric 
and therefore part of the AGU Greensphere 
collection. It is an upgrade of the Essential bibtight 
which provides more warmth and comfort on long 
rides thanks to the Red 120 chamois. 

• Material: Inverno DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• WNDPRF-X25O Windproof crotch
• Double layer Inverno at the knees for extra 

warmth
• Velo Mesh base layer bib with YKK Zipper
• Flatlock seams
• Lycra laser cut leg with silicone gripper
• Reflective details

PRIME BIBTIGHT II 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45306501-000 Black
€ 145 DKK 1099 

45306501-553 Modica  
€ 145 DKK 1099
 
45306501-011 Army Green  
€ 145 DKK 1099
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

WOMEN



Whether your rides are long or short. Fast or calm. 
And whether you are a fanatic cyclist or only get 
on your bike for relaxation. This bibtight is for 
every rider, every level and every distance. 

• Material: DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Multi-panel preshaped bibtight
• Stretch mesh bibs with bonded edges
• Zipper for convenient sanitary stops

SWITCH BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44211301-000 Black
€ 180    DKK 1349 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



This item is specially made for indoor cycling. 
Whether you are sweating at home on your Zwift 
or in a spinning class. The fabric is ultra thin but 
not transparent and aims to keep you as cool as 
possible. 

• Highly breathable material for indoor training
• Lightweight for comfortable indoor use

INDOOR SINGLET 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44208600-538 Cloud
€ 90    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

These shorts are made for those who train 
indoors regularly. The extra thin fabric with a high 
breathability and the mesh panels offer exactly 
what you need during a tough workout. 

• Material: 100% Polyester
• Large mesh panels for extra cooling
• Comfort bibs

INDOOR BIBSHORT 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44212001-000 Black
€ 90    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This top is specially made for indoor cycling. 
Whether you are sweating at home on your Zwift 
or in a spinning class. The fabric is ultra thin but 
not transparent and aims to keep you as cool as 
possible. 

• Material:
• Highly breathable material for indoor training
• Lightweight for comfortable indoor use

MELANGE 
INDOOR SINGLET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44212200-004 Deep Blue
€ 90    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

MEN WOMEN



This top is specially made for indoor cycling. 
Whether you are sweating at home on your Zwift 
or in a spinning class. The fabric is ultra thin but 
not transparent and aims to keep you as cool as 
possible. 

• Highly breathable material for indoor training
• Lightweight for comfortable indoor use

PANTHER 
INDOOR SINGLET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44209400-540 Rusty Pink
€ 90    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

These shorts are made for those who train 
indoors regularly. The extra thin fabric with a high 
breathability and the mesh panels offer exactly 
what you need. The design provides extra fun 
on the bike. 

• Material: 100% Polyester
• Large mesh panels for extra cooling
• Comfort waist band

INDOOR SHORT 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44210101-000 Black
€ 80    DKK 599 

44210101-540 Rusty Pink  
€ 80    DKK 599
 
  

  

  

  

  





PERFORMANCE
PREMIUM 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The Performance collection consists of items 
formerly known as part of our Trend and Premium 
collections. To make this collection accessible to 
all cyclists, we’ve divided the products into two 
categories, a base and a premium collection. We 
have simplified this collection to make it easier 
for customers to choose the right product for their 
needs, based on different types of weather.  

Compared to the Performance Base collection, an exciting innovation is 

the use of the body mapping principle for the premium items, focussing 

isolation on where warmth escapes the body and ventilation where it is 

needed most. We’ve developed all items together with the riders of Team 

Jumbo-Visma, who provide us with valuable feedback all year round. An 

absolute highlight of this collection are the Ultrasonic Welded Puffer jacket 

and body, that provides much needed warmth in the coldest of weather and 

matches the seasonal colours perfectly.



Comfort and freedom of movement on the bike 
take on a new meaning with the Seamless Jersey 
from the Premium collection. The shirt is soft, 
stretchy and warm, but also very breathable. 

• Material: Circular Knit Body Mapped 
Polyamide

• Seamless Technology for supreme 
comfortable fit

• Body mapping structure with different 
patterns for specific areas of the body

• Windblock on chest and shoulders

SEAMLESS JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44208500-000 Black
€ 240    DKK 1049 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Make rainy rides comfortable with the Topdry 
rain jacket. The lightweight stretch fabric and 
waterproof membrane on the outside of the jacket 
make it easy to shake off rain. It dries quickly and 
the fabric feels soft and comfortable on your skin. 

• Material: TopDry
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Poray 10.000
• Fully taped seams
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Reflective details
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Semi 4-way stretch

TOPDRY RAIN JACKET 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44304500-000 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The ultimate performance rain jacket, made for 
the hardest circumstances. This jacket keeps 
you warm and dry and is yet very breathable. 
Your body stays dry even during the most severe 
downpours, so you can stay focused on the road 
ahead. 

• Materiaal: eVent DVStorm
• Windproof and water-resistant
• Fully taped seams
• Superior eVent breathable quality thanks to 

the DIRECT VENTING membrane
• Full open-end YKK zipper with camlock 

closure
• 2 pockets with flap

EVENT RAIN JACKET 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
448112 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

MEN



The Neoshell thermo jacket is specially made 
for Team Jumbo-Visma and therefore aimed at 
high performance winter riding. It makes use of 
a wind- and waterproof 4Way stretch Polartec 
membrane, combining a perfect fit with maximum 
breathability. 

• Material: Polartec Neoshell
• Windproof and waterproof
• DWR treatment of the yarns and cloth
• 4Way strech comfort
• YKK Quick Free zipper
• 3 pockets + 1 with zipper
• Extended back panel

NEOSHELL 
THERMO JACKET 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44847400-000 Black
€ 240    DKK 1799 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



These Light Bibtights are perfectly suited for those 
brisk autumn or early spring rides, when a real 
winter tight would be too warm. It comes with 
the RED-120 chamois and flatlock seams provide 
even more comfort while riding. 

• Material: Colorado Plus, Greensphere 
Recycled Polyester

• Velo Mesh bibs
• Flatlock seams
• Reflective details
• Lycra laser cut leg with silicone gripper

LIGHT BIBTIGHT II 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45307001-000 Black
€ 125    DKK 949 

45307002-000 Black  
€ 125    DKK 949
 
  

  

  

  

  

Its gracious styling mixes with innovation and 
performance as never before in our Woven 
Bibtight. The yarns themselves have been treated 
with a DWR coating, and, due to the woven 
construction, this yields more wind-resistance 
with less material. 

• Material: WLFHeat Woven
• Wind resistant, water repellent and extremely 

breathable
• DWR treatment of the yarns and cloth
• The material generates heat through exercise
• Comfort Lycra bib with mesh inserts
• Silicone gripper
• Reflective details

WOVEN BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
453021 Black
€ 290    DKK 2149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Warm and stylish cycling shorts that radiate 
speed, offer you support on the bike and make 
even the most challenging rides feel comfortable 
thanks to the latest techniques and materials. 

• Material: Circular Knit Body Mapped 
Polyamide

• Seamless Technology for supreme 
comfortable fit

• Body mapping structure with different 
patterns for specific areas of the body

SEAMLESS BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - L 
 
44210001-000 Black
€ 280    DKK 2099 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

MEN



Ride through the winter full of confidence, with 
these Event Bibtights. The fabrics used offer 
continuously active breathability, while we added 
full wind- and waterproof protection to shield your 
lower legs from wind and rain. 

• Material: eVent DVSTRECH
• Windproof and water resistant upto the knee
• Active breathable membrane
• Inverno DWR Lower leg
• Lasercut lycra bibs

EVENT BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE MEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
453031 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Comfort and freedom of movement on the bike 
take on a new meaning with the Seamless Jersey 
from the Premium collection. The shirt is soft, 
stretchy and warm, but also very breathable. 

• Material: Circular Knit Body Mapped 
Polyamide

• Seamless Technology for supreme 
comfortable fit

• Body mapping structure with different 
patterns for specific areas of the body

• Windblock on chest and shoulders

SEAMLESS JERSEY LS 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44209300-000 Black
€ 240    DKK 1799 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Make rainy rides comfortable with the Topdry 
rain jacket. The lightweight stretch fabric and 
waterproof membrane on the outside of the jacket 
make it easy to shake off rain. It dries quickly and 
the fabric feels soft and comfortable on your skin. 

• Material: TopDry
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Poray 10.000
• Fully taped seams
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Reflective details
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Semi 4-way stretch

TOPDRY RAIN JACKET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44304600-000 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The ultimate performance rain jacket, made for 
the hardest circumstances. This jacket keeps 
you warm and dry and is yet very breathable. 
Your body stays dry even during the most severe 
downpours, so you can stay focused on the road 
ahead. 

• Materiaal: eVent DVStorm
• Windproof and water-resistant
• Fully taped seams
• Superior eVent breathable quality thanks to 

the DIRECT VENTING membrane
• Full open-end YKK zipper with camlock 

closure
• 2 pockets with flap

EVENT RAIN JACKET 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
448405 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

WOMEN



Its gracious styling mixes with innovation and 
performance as never before in our Woven 
Bibtight. The yarns themselves have been treated 
with a DWR coating, and, due to the woven 
construction, this yields more wind-resistance 
with less material. 

• Material: WLFHeat Woven
• Wind-resistant, water repellent and extremely 

breathable
• DWR treatment of the yarns and cloth
• The material generates heat through exercise
• Comfort Lycra bib with mesh inserts
• Silicone gripper
• Reflective details

WOVEN BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
454024 Black
€ 290    DKK 2149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Warm and stylish cycling shorts that radiate 
speed, offer you support on the bike and make 
even the most challenging rides feel comfortable 
thanks to the latest techniques and materials. 

• Material: Circular Knit Body Mapped 
Polyamide

• Seamless Technology for supreme 
comfortable fit

• Body mapping structure with different 
patterns for specific areas of the body

SEAMLESS BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - M 
 
44210201-000 Black
€ 280    DKK 2099
  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Ride through the winter full of confidence, with 
these Event Bibtights. The fabrics used offer 
continuously active breathability, while we added 
full wind- and waterproof protection to shield your 
lower legs from wind and rain. 

• Material: eVent DVStretch
• Windproof and water resistant lower legs, up 

until the knees
• Active breathable membrane
• Inverno DWR Lower leg
• Lasercut lycra bibs

EVENT BIBTIGHT 
PERFORMANCE WOMEN

  

Performance

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
454034 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  





PREMIUM 
HELMET 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The perfect cycling helmet is lightweight, 
ventilates well and of course provides the ultimate 
level of protection. At AGU we design and develop 
our helmets to guarantee a perfect fit, comfort, 
and safety. We’ve divided our collection into two, 
making sure we offer the right products to the 
right cyclist.  

Our performance helmets live up to the highest standards of cyclists. With 

the Transsonic and Subsonnic helmets, we have technically advanced 

helmets that make use of the latest findings in aerodynamics research. Of 

course, our best-selling Vigarous helmet is still available in both the normal 

and MIPS-version. 



Are you looking for an extremely aerodynamic 
helmet that also excels in terms of ventilation? 
With the Subsonic AGU has an absolute champion 
in its range. It was developed in close cooperation 
with the Technical University of Eindhoven. 

• Windtunnel proven design
• Airflow design for optimal ventilation
• Lightweight double in-mould helmet
• Direct dial system
• Y-buckles and straps
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

SUBSONIC HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)  S 52-56 - L 57-61 
 
47106000-000 Black
€ 170    DKK 1299 

47106000-001 White  
€ 170    DKK 1299
 
  

  

  

  

  

Are you looking for an extremely aerodynamic 
helmet that also excels in terms of ventilation? 
With the Subsonic MIPS AGU has an absolute 
champion in its range. It was developed in close 
cooperation with the Technical University of 
Eindhoven. 

• Windtunnel proven design
• Multi-Directional Impact Protection System 

(MIPS)
• Airflow design for optimal ventilation
• Lightweight double in-mould helmet
• Direct dial system
• Y-buckles and straps
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

SUBSONIC HELMET 
MIPS

  

Essential

Size(s)  S 52-56 - L 57-61 
 
47106003-000 Black
€ 220    DKK 1649 

47106003-001 White  
€ 220    DKK 1649
 
  

  

  

  

  

If you prefer speed, you need an aerodynamic 
helmet. With the Transsonic MIPS, AGU has an 
absolute top helmet. It was developed in close 
cooperation with the Technical University of 
Eindhoven. There is no lack of innovations. 

• Windtunnel proven aerodynamic design
• Multi-Directional Impact Protection System 

(MIPS)
• Airflow design for optimal ventilation
• Lightweight double in-mould helmet
• Direct dial system
• Y-buckles and straps
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

TRANSSONIC HELMET 
MIPS

  

Essential

Size(s)  S 52-56 - L 58-61 
 
47106103-000 Black
€ 220    DKK 1649 

47106103-001 White  
€ 220    DKK 1649
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



The robust XC MTB helmet is primarily intended 
for use on the trails. If you remove the removable 
visor, it is also very suitable for road use. 
Additional head protection is provided by the 
extended back. 

• In-mould helmet
• Direct dial system
• Equipped with a removable visor
• Continental diverder system underneath 

the ears
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

XC MTB HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)
S/M 52-58 cm - L/XL 58-62 cm 
 
471045 Black
€ 80    DKK 599 

471046 White  
€ 80    DKK 599
 
471047 Green  
€ 80    DKK 599

471049 Blue  
€ 80    DKK 599

  

  

  

The robust Trail MTB helmet is primarily 
intended for use on the trails. If you remove the 
removable visor, it is also very suitable for road 
use. Additional head protection is provided by the 
extended back. 

• In-mould helmet
• Pivotable visor
• Extended rear for more protection
• 15 ventilation openings
• Direct Dial system
• Weight: 299g
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

TRAIL MTB HELMET

  

Essential

Size(s)
 S/M 55-5 cm - L/XL 59-63 cm 
 
471035 Black
€ 90    DKK 699 

471036 White  
€ 90    DKK 699
 
471037 Army Green  
€ 90    DKK 699

  

  

  

  





PREMIUM 
GLASSES 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

We’ve improved our eyewear collection! You can 
now choose for sunglasses that live up to the 
demands of professional riders, with HD lenses 
and best-in-class specs, or a slightly scaled down 
version, with a simpler UV400 lens in the same 
frame.  

This is our premium collection, all equipped with a hydrophobic coating and 

an Anti-Fog coating on the HDII lens. This makes rainwater bead up and roll 

off the lenses easily. Everything to prevent condensation. With an option 

for photochromic lenses, this range keeps your sight sharp and your eyes 

protected. The HDII lens makes sure you have a clear, extra sharp view in all 

circumstances. Making sure you see even more with, than without glasses.  



Since introducing the Vigor XL, it quickly became 
the favourite glasses of many cyclist. The XL lens 
protects your eyes without fogging up. The colour 
contrast of the HD lens makes depth and details 
more visible compared to a normal lens. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV400 HD II Lens for maximum clearity
• Lenses with Anti-Fog and Hydrophobic 

treatment
• Including Clear and Pro Yellow lenses
• Anti-allergenic nosepads and temples

VIGOR XL HDII 
GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40518500-000 Black
€ 140    DKK 1049 

40518500-001 White  
€ 140    DKK 1049 

 
  

  

  

  

  

The Pride glasses have been developed for 
professional use and therefore completely tailored 
to the most demanding use. The colour contrast 
of the HD lens makes depth and details more 
visible compared to a normal lens. Truly top of the 
line glasses. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV400 HD II Lens for maximum clearity
• Lenses with Anti-Fog and Hydrophobic 

treatment
• Including Clear and Pro Yellow lenses
• Anti-allergenic nosepads and temples

PRIDE HDII GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40515000-499 Black
€ 140    DKK 1049 

40515000-001 White  
€ 140    DKK 1049
 
40515000-000 Black/Yellow  
€ 140    DKK 1049

  

  

  

  

Since introducing the Vigor, it quickly became 
the favourite glasses of many cyclist. The lens 
protects your eyes without fogging up. The colour 
contrast of the HD lens makes depth and details 
more visible compared to a normal lens. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV400 HD II Lens for maximum clearity
• Lenses with Anti-Fog and Hydrophobic 

treatment
• Including Clear and Pro Yellow lenses
• Anti-allergenic nosepads and temples

VIGOR HDII GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40518400-000 Black
€ 130    DKK 999 

40518400-001 White  
€ 130    DKK 999
 
  

  

  

  

  



Do you want the best possible eyesight? The Verve 
HD II is an excellent choice. You can choose to ride 
with or without a frame. The glasses are suitable 
for all weather types. The colour contrast of the 
HD lens makes depth and details more visible. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV400 HD II Lens for maximum clearity
• Lenses with Anti-Fog and Hydrophobic 

treatment
• Including Clear and Pro Yellow lenses
• Removable lens frame for optional 

frameless/full frame use
• Anti-allergenic nosepads and temples

VERVE HDII GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40514600-000 Black
€ 150    DKK 1149 

40514600-001 White  
€ 150    DKK 1149
 
40514600-002 Neon Yellow  
€ 150    DKK 1149

40514600-500 Black/Yellow  
€ 150    DKK 1149

40514600-010 Transparent
€ 150    DKK 1149

  

  

  

Looking good and seeing clear goes hand in hand 
with the Repos glasses. Whether you go on your 
race bike or wear them on a casual ride through 
the city, it will always complete your outfit. 

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• With UV400 Lenses

REPOS GLASSES

  

Essential

Size(s)  One Size 
 
40514900-000 Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  





SIX6 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The SIX6 heritage collection refers to 1966, the 
year AGU was founded. This collection is made 
for all cycling adventures. It’s a unique design 
that expresses the desire to go outside, to ride 
a bike and explore the world around us. It has a 
classic look but is made of the newest fabrics 
and innovative techniques. With a kit from the 
SIX6 collection, you can make the most out of 
every ride. We have simplified this collection to 
make it easier for customers to choose the right 
product for their needs, based on different types of 
weather.

The collection has been enriched with multiple high-end technologies that 

were specifically developed for winter use by Team Jumbo-Visma. For mild 

weather, the Merino jersey is a great option for every cyclist. Compared 

to last year’s version, we’ve added an extra elastic to the back pockets to 

prevent items from sliding, based on feedback we’ve received from our 

customers and clients. Our Venture bike bags and bikepacking collection 

match the colours and style of the SIX6 collection. You’ve got everything 

you need for your next adventure; are you ready?



MEN

The subtle stripe print, the new colors and the 
comfortable fit make the Classic Jersey a favorite. 
The use of recycled fabrics also makes this item a 
sustainable choice. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester/ 
Elastane brushed

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort cuffs

CLASSIC JERSEY LS 
IV SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  One Size 
 
45326000-568 Classic Toffee
€ 130    DKK 999 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

As a top layer in the fall or with an extra layer in the 
winter: With the durable Mid Layer Longsleeve you 
go on the road in comfort and style and cycling 
becomes even more fun! 

• Material: drirelease
• Comfortable midlayer with breathable back 

panel
• Zippered chest pocket
• Full YKK zipper

MID LAYER JERSEY 
LS SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45327300 White
€ 140    DKK 1049 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The Solid Longsleeve Jersey from the SIX6 
collection offers you a comfortable fit with 
warmth, cooling and a stylish look all year round. 
Wear it in the fall or on a cool summer evening as 
a top layer and in the winter with an extra layer. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester/ 
Merino

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort cuffs

MERINO JERSEY LS 
IV SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  One Size 
 
45326100-569 French Oak
€ 160    DKK 1199 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



Every type of weather is beautiful, provided you 
go well dressed. You will stay warm and dry in 
this body during a rain shower and when the wind 
picks up. 

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Windproof and water repellent
• Fully taped seams
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets
• Reflective details

DWR WIND / RAIN 
BODY SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45327600-000 Black
€ 170    DKK 1299 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

Every type of weather is beautiful, provided you 
go well dressed. With this jacket your body stays 
warm and dry during a rain shower and when the 
wind picks up. 

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Windproof and water repellent
• Fully taped seams
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets
• Reflective details

DWR WIND / RAIN 
JACKET SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45326400-000 Black
€ 210    DKK 1599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

This rain jacket is made with a Merino wool lining, 
with outstanding temperature-regulating abilities. 
All seams are taped, so no water can leak through 
this jacket. It is fully water- and windproof yet 
breathable thanks to the Poray membrane. 

• Material: Polyester/ Merino
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Unique Merino Lining
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position

MERINO RAIN JACKET 
SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
44849100-000 Black
€ 250    DKK 1899 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   



MEN WOMEN

With these bib tights you will cycle through 
the winter months warm and stylish. The soft, 
stretchy and highly breathable materials provide 
extra comfort during your ride. 

• Material: Inverno DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Flatlock seams
• Laser cut lycra bibs
• Silicone gripper

WINTER BIBTIGHT 
III SIX6 MEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
45326501-000 Black
€ 180    DKK 1349 

45326501-523 Charcoal  
€ 180    DKK 1349
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

The subtle stripe print, the new colors and the 
comfortable fit make the Classic Jersey a favorite. 
The use of recycled fabrics also makes this item a 
sustainable choice. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester 
brushed

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort cuffs

CLASSIC JERSEY LS 
IV SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  One Size 
 
45326700-568 Classic Toffee
€ 130    DKK 999 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

As a top layer in the fall or with an extra layer in the 
winter: With the durable Mid Layer Longsleeve you 
go on the road in comfort and style and cycling 
becomes even more fun! 

• Material: drirelease
• Comfortable midlayer with breathable back 

panel
• Zippered chest pocket
• Full YKK zipper

MID LAYER JERSEY 
LS SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45327400 White
€ 140    DKK 1049 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



The Solid Longsleeve Jersey from the SIX6 
collection offers you a comfortable fit with 
warmth, cooling and a stylish look all year round. 
Wear it in the fall or on a cool summer evening as 
a top layer and in the winter with an extra layer. 

• Material: Greensphere Recycled Polyester/ 
Merino

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protection
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof 

pocket with hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort cuffs

MERINO JERSEY LS 
IV SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45326800-569
€ 160    DKK 1199 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Every type of weather is beautiful, provided you 
go well dressed. You will stay warm and dry in 
this body during a rain shower and when the wind 
picks up. 

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Windproof and water repellent
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets
• Reflective details

DWR WIND / RAIN 
BODY SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45327500-000 Black
€ 170    DKK 1249
  
 
  

  

  

  

  

         

Every type of weather is beautiful, provided you 
go well dressed. With this jacket your body stays 
warm and dry during a rain shower and when the 
wind picks up. 

• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Windproof and water repellent
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets
• Reflective details

DWR WIND / RAIN 
JACKET SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45327100-000 Black
€ 210    DKK 1599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

      



WOMEN

This rain jacket is made with a Merino wool lining, 
with outstanding temperature-regulating abilities. 
All seams are taped, so no water can leak through 
this jacket. It is fully water- and windproof yet 
breathable thanks to the Poray membrane. 

• Material: Polyester/ Merino
• Full open-end YKK zipper with camlock 

closure
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Unique Merino Lining
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position

MERINO RAIN JACKET 
SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
44849500-000 Black
€ 250    DKK 1899 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

   

With these bib tights you will cycle through 
the winter months warm and stylish. The soft, 
stretchy and highly breathable materials provide 
extra comfort during your ride. 

• Material: Inverno DWR, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Flatlock seams
• Laser cut lycra bibs
• Silicone gripper

WINTER BIBTIGHT 
III SIX6 WOMEN

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
45327201-000 Black
€ 180    DKK 1349
 
  

  

  

  

  

      

Specially made for the colder or rainy days: The 
SIX6 skull. This hat will keep your head warm. It’s 
made of soft natural material, which gives you a 
comfortable feeling. 

• Material: drirelease
• Comfortable beanie for on and off the bike
• Fits under your helmet

SKULL SIX6

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 

Size(s)  One Size 
 
45327800-523 Bond
€ 35    DKK 259 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Give your feet some love, they deserve it for 
powering you forward all day, every day. Our 100% 
Merino wool socks are comfortable for your feet; 
warm, light, very soft, breathable and ‚Äî very 
important ‚Äî a good length. 

• Material: Merino Wool, Polyamide, Elastane
• 19-cm height
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed

WINTER MERINO 
SOCKS SIX6

  

SIX6

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47 
 
45327900-568 Brown
€ 22    DKK 169 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  





VENTURE 
BIKE WEAR 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

Everyday can be an adventure. Going off the 
beaten track, creating your own freedom where 
the unknown can happen. And when it does, you 
need to be ready for it. Wearing the right gear is 
crucial to enjoying your adventure to the max. You 
can ride fast and far, cruise around at your leisure, 
camp out under the stars or just sit with a coffee 
or a cold beer.  

From tight fitting ultra-functional bibshorts and jerseys, to baggy MTB 

pants, puffs and hoodies, to casual but technical chinos and even flannel 

bike shirts. No matter where you ride, what you ride or how you ride. Gravel, 

MTB, bikepacking, touring; we’ve got you covered.  



Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. A challenging MTB trail 
or long gravel ride, this shirt is made for freedom 
on the road. 

• Material: Lyocell / Cotton / Elastane blend
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• The looks of a casual shirt with the 

characteristics of performance wear

PERFORMANCE 
T-SHIRT VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300000 Elephant Grey
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. A challenging MTB trail 
or long gravel ride, this shirt is made for freedom 
on the road. 

• Material: Lyocell / Cotton / Elastane blend
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• The looks of a casual shirt with the 

characteristics of performance wear

PERFORMANCE 
T-SHIRT VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300100 Armagnac
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. A challenging MTB trail 
or long gravel ride, this shirt is made for freedom 
on the road. 

• Material: Lyocell / Cotton / Elastane blend
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• The looks of a casual shirt with the 

characteristics of performance wear

PERFORMANCE 
T-SHIRT VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300200 Army Green
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. Gravel, MTB, bikepacking 
and long rides, our Venture collection has 
everything you need. 

• Material: Lyocell / Cotton / Elastane blend
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• The looks of a casual shirt with the 

characteristics of performance wear

PERFORMANCE LONG 
SLEEVE T-SHIRT 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300300 Cinnabar
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. Gravel, MTB, bikepacking 
and long rides, our Venture collection has 
everything you need. 

• Material: Lyocell / Cotton / Elastane blend
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• The looks of a casual shirt with the 

characteristics of performance wear

PERFORMANCE LONG 
SLEEVE T-SHIRT 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300400 Army Green
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. Gravel, MTB, bikepacking 
and long rides, our Venture collection has 
everything you need. 

• Material: Lyocell / Cotton / Elastane blend
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• The looks of a casual shirt with the 

characteristics of performance wear

PERFORMANCE LONG 
SLEEVE T-SHIRT 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300500 Off Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. The Venture collection 
has everything you need for all your MTB rides. 

• Material: 100% Polyster RideOut
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• Anti-abrasive shoulders for backpack 

prrotection
• Breathable mesh inserts

MTB JERSEY SS 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300600 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. Gravel, MTB, bikepacking 
and long rides, our Venture collection has 
everything you need. 

• Material: 100% Polyster RideOut
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• Anti-abrasive shoulders for backpack 

prrotection
• Breathable mesh inserts

MTB JERSEY SS 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300700 Leather
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. The Venture collection 
has everything you need for all your MTB rides. 

• Material: 100% Polyster RideOut
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• Anti-abrasive shoulders for backpack 

prrotection
• Breathable mesh inserts

MTB JERSEY LS 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300800 Army Green
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Wearing the right gear is crucial to enjoy your 
adventure to the fullest. The Venture collection 
has everything you need for all your MTB rides. 

• Material: 100% Polyster RideOut
• Unisex fit
• One back pocket with invisible zipper
• Anti-abrasive shoulders for backpack 

prrotection
• Breathable mesh inserts

MTB JERSEY LS 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49300900 Cinnabar
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Stylish and highly functional winter MTB pants 
that are made for taking on adventures. The 
stretch in the water-repellent DWR Ridewoven 
fabric gives you the freedom you need on the bike. 
The fit and colors give every ride a stylish and 
cool touch. 

• Material: Tecido
• Water reppelent
• Reflective details
• Strategically placed reinforcements
• Velcro waist adjuster

MTB SHORT VENTURE 
MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302502-000 Black
€ 120    DKK 899 

49302502-011 Army Green  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
49302502-543 Armagnac  
€ 120    DKK 899

  

  

  

  

Stylish and highly functional MTB pants that are 
made for taking on adventures. The stretch in 
the water-repellent DWR Ridewoven fabric gives 
you the freedom you need on the bike. The fit and 
colors give every ride a stylish and cool touch. 

• Material: Tecido
• Water reppelent
• Reflective details
• Strategically placed reinforcements
• Velcro waist adjuster

MTB SUMMER PANTS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302302-000 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

49302302-011 Army Green  
€ 200    DKK 1499
 
49302302-543 Armagnac  
€ 200    DKK 1499

  

  

  

  



Stylish and highly functional winter MTB pants 
that are made for taking on adventures. The 
stretch in the water-repellent DWR Ridewoven 
fabric gives you the freedom you need on the bike. 
The fit and colors give every ride a stylish and 
cool touch. 

• Material: Tecido Winter
• Water reppelent
• Reflective details
• Strategically placed reinforcements
• Velcro waist adjuster

MTB WINTER PANTS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302402-000 Black
€ 240    DKK 1799 

49302402-011 Army Green  
€ 240    DKK 1799
 
  

  

  

  

  

Stylish and highly functional winter MTB pants 
that are made for taking on adventures. The 
stretch in the water-repellent DWR Ridewoven 
fabric gives you the freedom you need on the bike. 
The fit and colors give every ride a stylish and 
cool touch. 

• Material: Tecido
• Water reppelent
• Reflective details
• Strategically placed reinforcements
• Waist adjuster

MTB SHORT VENTURE 
WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49303502-000 Black
€ 120    DKK 899 

49303502-011 Army Green  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
49303502-543 Armagnac  
€ 120    DKK 899

  

  

  

  

Stylish and highly functional summer MTB pants 
that are made for taking on adventures. The 
stretch in the water-repellent DWR Ridewoven 
fabric gives you the freedom you need on the bike. 
The fit and colors give every ride a stylish and 
cool touch. 

• Material: Tecido
• Water reppelent
• Reflective details
• Strategically placed reinforcements
• Waist adjuster

MTB SUMMER PANTS 
VENTURE WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49304902-000 Black
€ 200    DKK 1499 

49304902-011 Army Green  
€ 200    DKK 1499
 
49304902-543 Armagnac  
€ 200    DKK 1499

  

  

  

  



The bib shorts from the Venture collection are 
pants that fit well and stay in place and are made 
for going out. So you can concentrate on your ride 
in comfort and enjoy the nature around you. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Easy-access mesh pockets on sides and back
• Flatlock seams
• Men’s specific Offroad pad for comfort in 

rough terrain

BIBSHORT VENTURE 
MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49301801-000 Black
€ 105    DKK 799 

49301801-011 Army Green  
€ 105    DKK 799
 
  

  

  

  

  

The bib shorts from the Venture collection are 
pants that fit well and stay in place and are made 
for going out. So you can concentrate on your ride 
in comfort and enjoy the nature around you. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Easy-access mesh pockets on sides and back
• Flatlock seams
• Men’s specific MTB pad for comfort in rough 

terrain

BIBTIGHT VENTURE 
MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49301701-000 Black
€ 155    DKK 1199 

49301701-011 Army Green  
€ 155    DKK 1199
 
  

  

  

  

  

Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel jersey from 
the Venture Collection is there to turn every ride 
into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY SS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49301900 Cinnabar
€ 90    DKK 699 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel jersey from 
the Venture Collection is there to turn every ride 
into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY SS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302000 Leather
€ 90    DKK 699 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel long sleeve 
jersey from the Venture Collection is there to turn 
every ride into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY LS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302100 Off Black
€ 110    DKK 849 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel long sleeve 
jersey from the Venture Collection is there to turn 
every ride into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY LS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302200 Armagnac
€ 110    DKK 849 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



The look of a cool flannel blouse, the fit and 
comfort of a stretchy long sleeve. This shirt is 
designed for the adventurous MTB and gravel 
rider. Ride in style and freedom in the Flannel 
Bike Shirt. 

• Material: Merino wool
• 1 Backpocket
• Bike specific fit

FLANNEL JERSEY LS 
VENTURE MEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49301600 Grey
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The bib shorts from the Venture collection are 
pants that fit well and stay in place and are made 
for going out. So you can concentrate on your ride 
in comfort and enjoy the nature around you. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Easy-access mesh pockets on sides and back
• Flatlock seams
• Women’s specific Offroad pad for comfort in 

rough terrain

BIBSHORT VENTURE 
WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49305201 Black
€ 105    DKK 799 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel jersey from 
the Venture Collection is there to turn every ride 
into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY SS 
VENTURE WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49303100 Cinnabar
€ 90    DKK 699 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel jersey from 
the Venture Collection is there to turn every ride 
into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 4 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY SS 
VENTURE WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49303200 Leather
€ 90    DKK 699 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel long sleeve 
jersey from the Venture Collection is there to turn 
every ride into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY LS 
VENTURE WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49303300 Off Black
€ 110    DKK 849 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Through the forest, in the mountains or on the 
beach. This specially developed gravel long sleeve 
jersey from the Venture Collection is there to turn 
every ride into an adventure. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK zipper
• 3 back pockets with 2 additional mesh 

pockets

GRAVEL JERSEY LS 
VENTURE WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49303400 Armagnac
€ 110    DKK 849 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



The look of a cool flannel blouse, the fit and 
comfort of a stretchy long sleeve. This shirt is 
designed for the adventurous MTB and gravel 
rider. Ride in style and freedom in the Flannel 
Bike Shirt. 

• Material: Merino wool
• 1 Backpocket
• Bike specific fit

FLANNEL JERSEY LS 
VENTURE WOMEN

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49303000 Grey
€ 200    DKK 1499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Cold is no longer an excuse not to get on your bike. 
The Fuse Body keeps you warm when the weather 
demands it and is very light in weight, which 
increases wearing comfort. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Unisex fit
• Highly packable
• Reflective details
• Ultrasonic welded seams

FUSE BODY VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49301200-011 Army Green
€ 140    DKK 1049 

49301200-543 Armagnac  
€ 140    DKK 1049
 
  

  

  

  

  

Cold is no longer an excuse not to get on your 
bike. The Fuse Jacket keeps you warm when the 
weather demands it and is very light in weight, 
which increases wearing comfort. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Unisex fit
• Highly packable
• Reflective details
• Ultrasonic Welded seams

FUSE JACKET 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49301300-011 Army Green
€ 150    DKK 1149 

49301300-020 Elephant Grey  
€ 150    DKK 1149
 
49301300-543 Armagnac  
€ 150    DKK 1149

  

  

  

  



There is almost always wind. And that’s a good 
thing, because without wind, nature would look 
very different. Protect your body in the Wind 
Hooded jacket and embrace the power and beauty 
of the wind. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Full YKK 2-way zipper
• Highly packable: folds inside its own pocket

WIND HOODED WIND 
JACKET VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49302600-011 Army Green
€ 120    DKK 899 

49302600-020 Elephant Grey  
€ 120    DKK 899
 
  

  

  

  

  

If you like adventure, don’t let a little rain stop you, 
but dress appropriately for the weather. In the new 
Compact rain jacket you will be dry and warm on 
the road. 

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 
2.5-layer, lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 
10.000

• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation on the back
• 1 Backpocket
• Integrated pouch in backpocket

COMPACT RAIN 
JACKET VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49301400-011 Army Green
€ 160    DKK 1199 

49301400-543 Armagnac  
€ 160    DKK 1199
 
  

  

  

  

  

Every season, every weather type has beautiful 
elements that challenge you to go outside. But in 
the right outfit. This jacket protects you against 
the wind, cold and rain, so you can fully enjoy 
every MTB track or gravel ride. 

• Material: DWR Sweat
• Water reppelent
• Adjustable hood
• Zippered chest and back pocket
• Full YKK zipper
• Reflective details

TECH HOODIE JACKET 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49301000-000 Black
€ 240    DKK 1799 

49301000-011 Army Green  
€ 240    DKK 1799
 
  

  

  

  

  



Complete your outfit with socks from the Venture 
Collection that match all color shades from the 
collection. 

• Material: Recycled Greensphere Polyester
• Comfortable footbed
• Breathability

SOCKS VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47 
 
49304000-011 Army Green
€ 25    DKK 189 

49304000-024 Relief  
€ 25    DKK 189
 
49304000-543 Armagnac  
€ 25    DKK 189

  

  

  

  

When you’re coming in hot on a trail, both the grip 
on the middle and index fingers and the ventilation 
ensures you to keep your cool. Access your 
phone easily and share your adventures via the 
touchscreen compatible thumb and index finger. 

• Comfortable fit
• Mesh structure on the back of the hand for 

ventilation
• Silicone gripper on the index and middle 

fingers
• Touchscreen fingertips on the thumb and 

index finger

GLOVES VENTURE

  

Venture

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
44315900-000 Black
€ 40    DKK 299 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



This robust army mug is for all outdoor 
adventures. Simply click it on your handlebar bag, 
frame bag or saddle bag, and treat yourself to a 
relaxed cup of coffee on the go. Or add it to your 
camping equipment. 

• Material: Titanium
• Lightweight and easy to carry
• Bring your mug on your bikepacking trip

TITANIUM MUG 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49305400-007 Grey
€ 45    DKK 349 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This robust army Emaille mug is for all outdoor 
adventures. Simply click it on your handlebar bag, 
frame bag or saddle bag, and treat yourself to a 
relaxed cup of coffee on the go. Or add it to your 
camping equipment. 

• Material: Emaille
• Lightweigt and easy to carry
• Bring your mug on yourr bikepacking trip

ENAMEL MUG VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49305600-001 White
€ 12    DKK 89 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Get ready for your adventure with this matching 
bottle. It is made from recycled materials and 
completes your outfit when heading towards the 
trails. Easy to clean and fast to fill because of the 
large opening. 

• Material: Biodegradable Polyethylene
• Large opening, easy to fill
• Doesn’t leak
• Dishwasher safe
• 500ml

BIDON VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s)  One Size 
 
45310300-000 Black
€ 9    DKK 69 

45310300-011 Army Green  
€ 9    DKK 69
 
  

  

  

  

  







VENTURE 
BIKEPACKING 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

Whether you’re out riding for a weekend, a week or 
a month, the AGU bikepacking collection comprises 
everything you’ll ever need to expand your riding 
horizon. With over 50 years of experience in cycling 
bags under our belt, this range was specifically 
designed by bike packers for bike packers, at an 
attractive price.   

To highlight our rich heritage of making bike bags, we have given our 

complete bikepacking collection a vintage colourway. The quick and 

easy modular attachment system ensures these durable bags fit any 

frame. Let AGU lighten your load and open up those unbeaten paths for 

#everydayriding.     



Designed in collaboration with professional 
cyclist Wout van Aert. Then a product needs little 
explanation. The Roll Bag handlebar bag is very 
functional, waterrepellent and also very stylish. 

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester 
(Greensphere)

• Highly reflective AGU logo (3M reflection)
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Side mesh pockets
• Water repellent DWR-coating

ROLL BAG HANDLEBAR 
BAG VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 1,5 L  (20 x 10 x 10 cm) 
 
41503202-555 Vintage
€ 40 DKK 299 

41503202-019 Reflective Mist  
€ 45 DKK 349
 
41503202-000 Black  
€ 40 DKK 299

41503202-554 Armagnac  
€ 40 DKK 299

  

  

  

   

The Bar bag handlebar bag was designed together 
with team Jumbo-Visma rider Robert Gesink. 
Because those who spend a lot of time on their 
bicycles know exactly what is useful and what 
is not. 

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-
repellent Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Inner side mesh pockets
• Inner divider
• Removable  shoulder strap
• Usable as handlebar bag and as frame bag

BAR BAG HANDLEBAR 
BAG VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 2 L  (25 x 12 x 7 cm) 
 
41503201-000 Black
€ 50 DKK 399 

41503201-019 Reflective Mist  
€ 55 DKK 449
 
41503201-554 Armagnac  
€ 50 DKK 399

41503201-555 Vintage  
€ 50 DKK 399

  

  

  

   



A small spare tank for the bike, that’s the snack 
pack Venture. Perfect for carrying an extra water 
bottle and some food for the road. 

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-
repellent Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• Two external mesh pockets
• Mounts to either side of stem
• One handed opening and closure

SNACK-PACK VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 1 L  (9 x 16 x 9 cm) 
 
415042 Black
€ 30 DKK 229 

415043 Khaki Brown  
€ 30 DKK 229
 
41504200-000 Reflective Mist  
€ 35 DKK 269

41504200-507 Bronze  
€ 30 DKK 229

41504200-554 Armagnac
€ 30 DKK 229

41504200-555 Vintage  
€ 30 DKK 229

  

  

   

Is your back pocket just too small, or are you short 
of a little extra space? Then the Venture Top Tube 
Bag comes to the rescue. 

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-
repellent Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• One handed zipper opening
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Inner side mesh pockets
• Inner divider

TOP-TUBE FRAME BAG 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 0,7 L  (6 x 12 x 23 cm) 
 
415034 Black
€ 35 DKK 269 

415035 Khaki Brown  
€ 35 DKK 269
 
41503400-000 Reflective Mist  
€ 40 DKK 299

41503400-507 Bronze  
€ 35 DKK 269

41503400-554 Armagnac
€ 35 DKK 269

41503400-555 Vintage  
€ 35 DKK 269

  

  

   



With the Venture handlebar bag you go 
comfortably on the road. Whether you go 
bikepacking, have a long ride planned or simply 
use the bag to carry groceries. Let the bag do its 
job so you can enjoy being on the go. 

• Roll-top opening
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-

repellent Polyester
• Spacers and straps with quick release 

buckles
• Compression straps

HANDLEBAR BAG 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 17 L  (65 x 15 x 15 cm) 
 
415032 Black
€ 70 DKK 549 

41503200-000 Reflective Mist  
€ 80 DKK 599
 
41503200-004 Blue  
€ 70 DKK 549

41503200-011 Army Green  
€ 70 DKK 549

41503200-555 Vintage
€ 70 DKK 549

  

  

  

   

The Tube Frame bag is for the real adventurer. For 
those who dare to cover long distances by bicycle. 
Take your stuff with you easily and comfortably, so 
that you can fully enjoy being on the road. 

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-
repellent Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Hydration port

TUBE FRAME BAG 
VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 3, 4 & 5,5 L 
 
415036, 415038, 415040 Black
3L  € 45    DKK 349 
4L € 55    DK 449
5,5L  € 65    DKK 499 

41503600-555, 41503800-555, 
41504000-555 Vintage  
3L € 45    DKK 349
4L € 55    DKK 449
5,5L   € 65    DKK 499
 
41503600-011, 41503800-011,
41504000-011 Army Green  
3L € 45    DKK 349
4L € 55    DKK 449
5,5L € 65    DKK 499

41503600-554, 41503800-554, 
41504000-554 Blue Armagnac  
3L € 45    DKK 349
4L € 55    DKK 449
5,5L € 65    DKK 499

41503600-000, 41503800-000, 
41504000-000 Reflective Mist
3L € 55 DKK 449
4L € 65 DKK 499
5,5L € 75 DKK 599

  

  

  

   



The Seat pack Venture is for the adventurous 
cyclists among us. Easily take things with you to 
work, on a cycling holiday or during a long ride. 

• Roll-top opening
• Waterproof through Dryliner Technology
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Made of recycled water-repellent Polyester
• Compression straps

SEAT-PACK VENTURE

  

Venture

Size(s) 10L  (10 x 15 x 50 cm) 
 
415030 Black
€ 80 DKK 599 

41503000-000 Reflective Mist  
€ 90 DKK 699
 
41503000-011 Army Green  
€ 80 DKK 599

41503000-555 Vintage  
€ 80 DKK 599

41503000-554 Blue Armagnac
€ 80 DKK 599

  

  

  

   

Our Handlebar Pack combines ease of use with 
extreme weatherproofness. Fix the holster to your 
bars for the duration of your ride and when you 
need your gear, simply take the 100% waterproof 
drybag out of the holster. Made from sustainable 
materials. 

• Dry Bag made of 100% waterproof recycled 
polyester

• Holster made of 1000D Cordura fabric
• Dry bag has a valve to eliminate excess air 

and maximize packing space
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Spacers and straps with quick release 

buckles

HANDLEBAR BAG 
VENTURE EXTREME

  

Venture Extreme

Size(s) 9,6 L  (30 x 18 x 18 cm) 
 
41503203-000 Black
€ 100 DKK 749 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



The ultimate solution for everything you want to 
have on hand and keep dry during your ride. 

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• High visibility by 3M reflection
• One handed magnetic opening

TOP-TUBE FRAME BAG 
VENTURE EXTREME

  

Venture Extreme

Size(s)  0,7 L  (21 x 11 x 6 cm) 
 
41503401-000 Black
€ 40    DKK 299 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

his waterproof Venture Extreme Tube Frame Bag 
is ideal for any cycling adventurer and bikepacker. 
Made of waterproof, durable and recycled 
Polyester, so your belongings are well protected 
against the most extreme weather elements. 

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• High visibility by 3M reflection
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Inner side mesh pockets and inner divider
• Two velcros to store a compact bicycle pump 

at the inner top of the bag

TUBE FRAME BAG 
VENTURE EXTREME

  

Venture Extreme

Size(s)  3, 4 & 5,5 L 
 
41503601-000 Black
€ 70    DKK 499 

41503801-000 Black  
€ 80    DKK 599
 
41504001-000 Black  
€ 90    DKK 699

  

  

  

  



The Seat Pack protects your belongings through 
wind and weather. Attach the bag to your seat 
tube and when you need your stuff, you can easily 
remove it from the 100% waterproof drybag inside 
the bag. 

• Dry Bag made of 100% waterproof recycled 
polyester

• Holster made of 1000D Cordura fabric
• Dry bag has a valve to eliminate excess air 

and maximize packing space
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Compression straps

SEAT-PACK VENTURE 
EXTREME

  

Venture Extreme

Size(s)  9 L  (50 x 15 x 10 cm) 
 
41503001-000 Black
€ 120    DKK 899 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  





TEAM JUMBO-
VISMA 2023 
REPLICA 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

The best team in the world rides in the best 
clothes. From bibshorts, jerseys and bibtights 
to accessories that allow optimal performance 
in all seasons and all-weather conditions. With 
clothing, accessories and casual wear. From 
training to grand tours, we’ve got them covered. 
When it comes to seconds, centimetres, that last 
bit of free speed, the right clothing makes all the 
difference.  

Support your dream team and feel part of Team Jumbo-Visma by wearing 

the replica collection items. With an excellent value for money the great 

team design and comfortable bikewear, you are sure to get on the bike in 

style. 



Wear the same jersey as the professional riders 
of Team Jumbo-Visma. Show your support to the 
team and maybe one day you’ll ride with the pros. 
This is the official 2023 replica team jersey. 

• Material: 100% Summerit Polyester
• Laser finished lycra sleeve
• Fully separable zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica jersey

REPLICA JERSEY SS 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
MEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49035600 Yellow
€ 75    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wear the same jersey as the professional riders 
of Team Jumbo-Visma. Show your support to the 
team and maybe one day you’ll ride with the pros. 
This is the official 2023 replica team jersey. 

• Material: 100% Summerit Polyester
• Laser finished lycra sleeve
• Fully separable zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica jersey

REPLICA JERSEY SS 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
WOMEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49035700 Yellow
€ 75    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This is the official 2023 Team Jumbo-Visma 
replica kids jersey. With a special kids fit and the 
same look of the professional team riders. The 
ultimate jersey for all future champions! 

• Material: 100% Summerit Polyester
• Laser finished lycra sleeve
• Fully separable zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica jersey

REPLICA JERSEY SS 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
KIDS

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  116 - 152 
 
49035800 Yellow
€ 55    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Wear the same bibshort as the professional riders 
of Team Jumbo-Visma. Show your support to the 
team and maybe one day you’ll ride with the pros. 
This is the official 2023 replica team bibshort. 

• Material: 190gr Intese Lycra (35% EA)
• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBSHORT 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
MEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49035901 Black
€ 85    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Wear the same bibshort as the professional riders 
of Team Jumbo-Visma. Show your support to the 
team and maybe one day you’ll ride with the pros. 
This is the official 2023 replica team bibshort. 

• Material: 190gr Intese Lycra (35% EA)
• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBSHORT 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
WOMEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49036001 Black
€ 85    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This is the official 2023 Team Jumbo-Visma 
replica kids bibshort. With a special kids chamois 
pad for extra comfort during the ride. The ultimate 
bibshort for all future champions! 

• Material: 190gr Intese Lycra (35% EA)
• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBSHORT 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
KIDS

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  116 - 152 
 
49036101 Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



A wind body is a real must-have item for every 
rider. Show your support to the team and protect 
yourself with the same one as the professional 
riders of Team Jumbo-Visma wear. This is the 
official 2023 replica team wind body. 

• Material: WNDPRF-Xlight
• Windproof and water repellent front
• Mesh back insert
• Lycra strech insert in the sides
• Fully separable zipper with camlock closure
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica wind 

body

REPLICA WIND BODY 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49036400 Yellow
€ 65    DKK 499 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

The perfect item for all spring rides, this long 
sleeve jersey is made for early rides and base 
miles. Show your support to the team and 
complete your kit with this jersey. This is the 
official 2023 replica team Jumbo-Visma long 
sleeve jersey. 

• Material: Snowdrop brushed 100% Polyester
• Lightly brushed inside
• Fully separable zipper with camlock closure
• 3 Pockets
• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica long 

sleeve jersey

REPLICA JERSEY LS 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49036200 Yellow
€ 80    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

A warm jacket that keeps you comfortable when 
going out for a ride in the cold. Show your support 
to the team and complete your kit with this 
essential. This is the official 2023 replica team 
Jumbo-Visma jacket. 

• Material: 100% Polyester
• Fully divisible zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica jacket

REPLICA JACKET 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49036300 Yellow
€ 165    DKK 1249 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



This bibtight is a real must-have when you are 
going out for a ride in the cold. Show your support 
to the team and complete your kit with this 
essential item. This is the official 2023 replica 
team Jumbo-Visma bibtight. 

• Material: 190gr Intese Lycra (35% EA)
• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBTIGHT 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA 
MEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
49036501 Black
€ 105    DKK 799 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Complete your kit and show your support of Team 
Jumbo-Visma with these gloves. These are the 
official 2023 replica team Jumbo-Visma gloves. 

• Material: Lycra upper
• 4 mm. gel padding
• Terry cloth thumb
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica gloves

REPLICA GLOVES 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49035300 Black
€ 20    DKK 149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Complete your kit and show your support of Team 
Jumbo-Visma with these socks. These are the 
official 2023 replica team Jumbo-Visma socks. 

• Official Team Jumbo-Visma replica socks
• Quick drying materials
• Sock height 19 cm

SOCKS TEAM JUMBO-
VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47 
 
49036900 White
€ 15    DKK 119 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



The official Team Jumbo-Visma neck tube. 
Multifunctional use, both as cap or neck warmer. 

• Primaloft yarn
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma neck warmer

NECKTUBE TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49037000-512 Yellow
€ 20    DKK 149 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Look and feel like a pro rider with this cap. Wear 
it under your helmet or as a casual cap to show 
your support to the team. This is the official 2023 
replica team Jumbo-Visma cap. 

• Material: Cotton
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma racing cap
• Also for showing support off the bike

RACE CAP TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49035500-512 Yellow
€ 17    DKK 129 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Look and feel like a pro rider with this podium cap. 
Wear it as a casual cap to show your support to 
the team. This is the official 2023 replica team 
Jumbo-Visma cap. 

• Official Team Jumbo-Visma podium flat cap
• 3D logo’s
• Stylish materials and execution

PODIUM CAP TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49035000-512 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Look and feel like a pro rider with this podium cap. 
Wear it as a casual cap to show your support to 
the team. This is the official 2023 replica team 
Jumbo-Visma cap. 

• Official Team Jumbo-Visma podium flat cap
• 3D logo’s
• Stylish materials and execution

PODIUM FLAT CAP 
TEAM JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49035100-512 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Look and feel like a pro rider with this beanie. Wear 
it while watching the spring classics or cyclocross 
races to show your support to the team. This is the 
official 2023 replica team Jumbo-Visma beanie. 

• Official Team Jumbo-Visma beanie
• 3D logo’s
• Also for showing support off the bike

BEANIE SKULL TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49035200-512 Black
€ 25    DKK 189 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Weather you go shopping, watch a bike race or go 
for a casual stroll, this bag completes your outfit. 
Show your support to the team everywhere you go 
with the official team Jumbo-Visma musette. 

• Material: Cotton
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma musette
• Also for showing support off the bike

MUSETTE BAG TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Size(s)  One Size 
 
49035400-512 Yellow
€ 12    DKK 89 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  





TEAM JUMBO-
VISMA 2023 
PREMIUM 
COLLECTION

The best team in the world rides in the best 
clothes. From bibshorts, jerseys and bibtights 
to accessories that allow optimal performance 
in all seasons and all-weather conditions. With 
clothing, accessories and casual wear. From 
training to grand tours, we’ve got them covered. 
When it comes to seconds, centimetres, that last 
bit of free speed, the right clothing makes all the 
difference.  

AGU’s product development has accelerated since the start of the 

collaboration with Team Jumbo-Visma. We use the feedback we receive 

from the team staff and all riders to improve our products every day. These 

exact same, innovative products are available in our Team Jumbo-Visma 

premium collection. So, you can feel like a real pro rider when you get out 

on the road.

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price



When only the best is good enough, this Premium 
Jersey is the one for you. It is the exact same 
quality as the professional riders of Team Jumbo-
Visma wear, in the official 2023 team design. 

• Material: Polyester/Elasthan Timewarp
• Time-Out mesh back insert
• Laser finished sleeve cuff with silicone print
• Windtunnel designed and proven design
• Deep Dive collar
• Full length zipper
• 3 Pockets + 1 with zipper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma Aero jersey

PREMIUM REPLICA 
JERSEY SS TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA MEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49036600 Yellow
€ 165    DKK 1249 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

When only the best is good enough, this Premium 
bibshort is the one for you. It is the exact same 
quality as the professional riders of Team Jumbo-
Visma wear, in the official 2023 team design. 

• Material: 190 g. Intense Lycra (34% EA)
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorbtion
• Laser finished legs
• Single panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma Aero bibshort

PREMIUM REPLICA 
BIBSHORT TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA MEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49036701 Black
€ 250    DKK 1899 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

When you want to wear the fastest kit possible, 
this speedsuit is the one for you. It is the exact 
same quality as the professional riders of Team 
Jumbo-Visma wear, in the official 2023 team 
design. 

• Material: Polyester Lycra mix, 190gr Intense 
Lycra (35% EA)

• Fit: Aero fit
• Lightweight
• Extreme Compression
• Active cooling
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma Aero Road Suit

PREMIUM REPLICA 
SPEEDSUIT TEAM 
JUMBO-VISMA MEN

  

Team Jumbo–Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  S - XXXL 
 
49036801 Yellow
€ 500    DKK 3749 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



NOTES





KNWU REPLICA 
COLLECTION

AGU and the Dutch cycling federation KNWU are 
joining forces for the next four years, with the 
Olympic and Paralympic Games of Paris 2024 as an 
absolute highlight. We are equipping the Dutch team 
with the fastest bike wear. In the coming years, 
AGU, the KNWU, NOC*NSF and TU Delft will work 
together intensively to further develop the fastest 
kit possible.

In addition to our partnership, we have several replica items of the KNWU 

kit available for every cyclist. Support the Dutch national team riders in style 

by wearing these comfortable items with the great team design and an 

excellent value for money. 

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price



Show your support of the Dutch National cycling 
team riders with the official 2023 KNWU replica 
jersey. Made with laser-cut lycra sleeves for a nice 
fit around your arms. This regular fit jersey keeps 
you comfortable for many hours on the bike. 

• Laser finished lycra sleeve
• Full zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official KNWU replica jersey

REPLICA JERSEY SS 
KNWU MEN

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
43210100-472 Orange
€ 75    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Show your support of the Dutch National cycling 
team riders with the official 2023 KNWU replica 
jersey. Made with laser-cut lycra sleeves for a nice 
fit around your arms. This regular fit jersey keeps 
you comfortable for many hours on the bike. 

• Laser finished lycra sleeve
• Full zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official KNWU replica jersey

REPLICA JERSEY SS 
KNWU WOMEN

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
43210200-472 Orange
€ 75    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Let every child dress like their hero and shine on 
the bike. This is the official 2023 KNWU jersey. 
With a special kids fit and the same look of the 
professional riders of the Dutch National cycling 
team. The ultimate jersey for all future champions! 

• Laser finished lycra sleeve
• Full zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper
• Official KNWU replica jersey

REPLICA JERSEY SS 
KNWU KIDS

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  116 - 152 
 
43210300-472 Orange
€ 55    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Look like the professionals and show your support 
of the Dutch National cycling team riders with 
the official 2023 KNWU replica bibshort. Made 
with our very comfortable Red120 chamois pad 
that keeps you comfortable for many hours on 
the bike. 

• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBSHORT 
KNWU MEN

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
43210401-472 Blue
€ 85    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Look like the professionals and show your support 
of the Dutch National cycling team riders with 
the official 2023 KNWU replica bibshort. Made 
with our very comfortable Red120 chamois pad 
that keeps you comfortable for many hours on 
the bike. 

• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBSHORT 
KNWU WOMEN

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
43210501-472 Blue
€ 85    DKK 649 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

This is the official 2023 KNWU bibshort, that 
makes every child look like the professional 
riders of the Dutch National cycling team. With 
a special kids chamois pad for extra comfort 
during the ride. The ultimate bibshort for all future 
champions! 

• Multi-panel preshaped shorts
• Ultra flat lycra bibs with bonded edge finished 

mesh
• Flatlock seams
• 65mm Laser-finished cuff with silicone 

gripper

REPLICA BIBSHORT 
KNWU KIDS

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  116 - 152 
 
43210601-472 Blue
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Look like the professionals and show your support 
of the Dutch National cycling team riders with the 
official 2023 KNWU replica long sleeve jersey. 
With an unisex fit and a soft, warm lining to keep 
you comfortable for many hours on the bike. 

• Lightly brushed inside
• Full zipper with camlock closure
• 3 Pockets
• Silicon gripper
• Official KNWU replica long sleeve jersey

REPLICA JERSEY LS 
KNWU

  

KNWU

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Size(s)  XS - XXXL 
 
43210700-472 Orange
€ 80    DKK 599 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



LIFESTYLE 
COLLECTION

This brochure lists the recommended retail prices. Subject to changes in model and price

At AGU, we understand that the love for riding 
bikes can be exhausting at times. It’s not always 
possible to spend day after day on a bike. For 
all moments off the bike, we want you to feel 
comfortable as well. We’ve made a selection of 
casual items so you can show your love for the 
bike at all times.  

To make you feel even better when wearing these clothes: all casual items 

are made from a premium quality organic cotton and the sweater and 

hoodie mix the organic cotton with 100% recycled polyester. As such, these 

items are all part of the AGU Greensphere collection. Better for you and 

better for the environment! 



When you can’t stop talking about cycling, you are 
a true spokesman. Or woman. Either way, this is 
the perfect t-shirt to show your love for the bike. 
Comfortable and cool. Made from sustainable 
materials. 

• Materiaal: 100% organic cotton
• 180 grams premium fabric
• Unisex model

SPOKESMAN T-SHIRT 
CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  XS - XXL 
 
49012500 Black
€ 35    DKK 269 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

#everydayriding is not just about physically riding 
your bike every day. It’s a lifestyle as much as an 
activity. With our #everydayriding 365 t-shirt, you 
can express your love for cycling in your daily life. 

• Materiaal: 100% organic cotton
• 180 grams premium fabric
• Unisex model

#EVERYDAYRIDING 
365 T-SHIRT CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49012400-000 Black
€ 35    DKK 269 

49012400-508 Natural Raw  
€ 35    DKK 269
 
49012400-520 Mushroom  
€ 35    DKK 269

  

  

  

  



#everydayriding is not only about riding your bike. 
It’s a lifestyle choice which you can carry with you 
as you relax between your rides and which you 
want to express in daily life. 

• Materiaal: 85% organic cotton and 15% 
recycled polyester

• Double layered hood
• Slip pocket / Kangaroo pocket at the front

#EVERYDAYRIDING 
365 SWEATER CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49012800-000 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

#everydayriding is not only about riding your bike. 
It’s a lifestyle choice which you can carry with you 
as you relax between your rides and which you 
want to express in daily life. 

• Materiaal: 85% organic cotton and 15% 
recycled polyester

• Double layered hood
• Slip pocket / Kangaroo pocket at the front

#EVERYDAYRIDING 
365 HOODIE CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49020200-000 Black
€ 70    DKK 549 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



Every day, 365 days a year, #everydayriding is 
not just about physically riding. It’s a lifestyle as 
much as an activity. Whether you are travelling or 
watching a race, this short are there for you! 

• Materiaal: 100% organic cotton
• Two front pockets
• One back pocket
• Drawstring closure

#EVERYDAYRIDING 
365 SHORT CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49020400 Black
€ 45    DKK 349 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  

Every day, 365 days a year, #everydayriding is 
not just about physically riding. It’s a lifestyle as 
much as an activity. Whether you are travelling or 
watching a race, this pants are there for you! 

• Materiaal: 100% organic cotton
• Two front pockets
• One back pocket
• Drawstring closure

#EVERYDAYRIDING 
365 PANTS CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49020300-000 Black
€ 60    DKK 449 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



When a cycling performance is extraordinarily 
good, it is phenomenal. In Dutch, you can say it is 
Velomenaal. Whether you cruise through the city 
or watch cycling on the tv, you can show your love 
for riding the bike by wearing this t-shirt. 

• Materiaal: 100% organic cotton
• 180 grams premium fabric
• Unisex model

VELOMENAAL T-SHIRT 
CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49020000-501 Stargazer
€ 35    DKK 269 

49020000-014 Antracite  
€ 35    DKK 269
 
  

  

  

  

  

Are you a cyclist who likes to ride the most 
challenging weather conditions, a gravel grinder, 
someone who loves rough trails, riding with mud 
on your face and sand between your teeth? Than 
you are a real “modderfokker”. 

• Materiaal: 100% organic cotton
• 180 grams premium fabric
• Unisex model

MODDERFOKKER 
T-SHIRT CASUAL

  

Casual

Size(s)  S - XXL 
 
49020100-014 Antracite
€ 35    DKK 269 

  
 
  

  

  

  

  



NOTES





54122800


